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In rapidly changing business environment companies must be able to steer quickly their 
sales department in to wanted direction. This situation can be achieved with business in-
telligence and performance management, which enables companies ability to recognize 
changes in business environment and also street their activities in to right direction.  
This research is done for Mepco Oy’s CRM- business division. Its purpose is to recognize 
what are the main BI- tools for providing better performance for sales departments in 
medium size companies. Research is executed by creating theoretical framework that en-
ables recognizing of best practices from six researched companies. Framework combines 
sales management, performance management and business intelligence. In research five 
main sales management’s issues were identified: sales forecasting and budgeting, time 
and territory management, sales force motivation, training the sales force and sales force 
performance evaluation. Empirical research was executed by doing one half structured 
interview in each company concerning performance measures and decision supportive 
information needs related on earlier mentioned sales management issues. Best practices 
could be identified based on interviews’ results.  
For sales forecasting and budgeting main BI-tools were: sales pipeline, comparison be-
tween current sales, sales budget and last year’s sales, estimation of market potential, 
competitors’ turnover and profit development compared to own development, balance 
between lost on won deals for different competitors and newsfeed concerning changes in 
business area. For time and territory management main BI-tools were: sales activity mon-
itoring by type of activity and territory and statistics of how many different types of ac-
tivities have caused monthly sells. For sales force motivation main BI-tools were: indi-
vidual and team activity and sales results based bonus systems. For training the sales 
force main BI-tools was statistics of purchase decisions. For sales force performance 
evaluation main BI-tools were: comparison of activity levels and sales results to set goals, 
and statistics of reason of why customers were or were not satisfied.  
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Nopeasti muuttuvassa liiketoimintaympäristössä yritysten pitää pystyä ohjaamaan myyn-
tiorganisaatiotaan nopeasti haluamaansa suuntaan. Tämä tilanne on mahdollista saavuttaa 
liiketoimintatiedon hallinnan ja suorituskyvyn johtamisen avulla, jotka mahdollistavat 
yritykselle kyvyn huomata ympäristön muutokset ja toisaalta ohjata toimintojaan oikeaan 
suuntaan.  
Tämä tutkimus on tehty Mepco Oy:n CRM-liiketoimintayksikölle. Sen tavoite on tunnis-
taa keskeiset liiketoimintatiedon hallinnan työkalut, joilla keskisuuret yritykset pystyvät 
tehostamaan myyntiosastojensa toimintaa. Tutkimus toteutettiin luomalla teoreettinen 
viitekehys, joka mahdollisti parhaiden käytäntöjen tunnistamisen kuudesta tutkittavasta 
kohdeyrityksestä. Viitekehys yhdistää myyntijohtamisen keskeiset osa-alueet, suoritus-
kyvynjohtamisen ja liiketoimintatiedonhallinnan. Myyntijohtamiselle tunnistettiin viisi 
keskeistä osa-aluetta: myynnin ennustaminen ja budjetointi, myyntialueiden- ja ajankäy-
tönhallinta, myyntiorganisaation motivointi, koulutus ja suorituksen arviointi. Empiirinen 
tutkimus toteutettiin tekemällä yksi teemahaastattelu jokaiseen yritykseen liittyen edellä 
mainittuihin myyntijohdon suorituskyky mittareihin ja päätöksentekoa tukevaan tiedon 
tarpeeseen. Näiden pohjalta oli mahdollisuus tunnista aihepiirin parhaat käytännöt.  
Myynnin ennustamisessa ja budjetoinnissa keskeiset työkalut olivat: oman tarjouskannan 
seuraaminen, myyntilukujen vertaaminen budjettiin ja viime vuoden toteumaan, markki-
nan myyntipotentiaalin arvioiminen, kilpailijoiden liikevaihdon ja liikevoiton kehitys 
verrattuna omaan liiketoimintaan, hävittyjen ja voitettujen kauppojen suhde kilpailijoit-
tain ja uutisvirta liiketoimintaympäristön muutoksista. Myyntialueiden- ja ajankäytönhal-
linnan osalta keskeisiä työkaluja olivat: myyntiaktiviteettien seuranta tyypeittäin ja 
myyntialueittain, sekä eri aktiviteettien määrä verrattuna voitettujen kauppojen arvoon. 
Myyntiorganisaation motivoinnissa työkaluna olivat tiimin- ja henkilökohtaisen myynti-
suoritukseen perustuvat bonusjärjestelmät. Myyntiorganisaation koulutuksessa tärkeäksi 
työkaluksi tunnistettiin ostopäätöksien syiden tunnistaminen. Myyntiorganisaation suo-
rituksen arvioimisessa keskeisiä työkaluja olivat myyjien aktiviteetti- ja myyntimäärien 
vertaaminen tavoitteeseen, sekä jakauma asiakkaiden tyytyväisyyteen ja tyytymättömyy-
teen johtaneista syistä.  
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ABBREVIATIONS  
BI Business intelligence includes architectures, applications, 
databases, methodologies and tools needed to transform data 
into information that can be used to make smarter decisions, 
which results to better actions (Turban et al. 2008, p. 9).  
B to B Business to business means business between companies. 
CRM Customer relationship management is a system, which in-
cludes all the aspects of organization’s interactions with its 
customers (Cunningham 2002, p. 6, 112). 
CSF Critical success factors are in central position in order to 
company success in its strategy or business (Lönnqvist, 
2002). They are knowledge, skills, resources, features and 
accomplishments  
KPI Key performance indicator represents a set of measures fo-
cusing on those aspects of organizational performance that 
are the most critical for the current and future success of the 
organization. (Parmenter 2010, p. 4.)  
ROI Return on investment means how well invested money is 
making profits. 
ROTI Return on time invested means how well invested time is 
making wanted results. (Anderson 2010.) 
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1. Introduction 
In today’s business environment knowledge and know-how have been raised to most im-
portant features for companies’ success. Traditional factors of production are available 
for all companies, which means that differences between companies are created by their 
employees’ knowledge and effective management. In the same time role of service aspect 
is rising, which means that companies must be more creative and able to serve more added 
value than before. (Kodama 2007, p.1). This means that if company can create new or 
manage existing knowledge effectively, it can operate more effectively and profitable 
than its competitors. Better knowledge management can mean better storing, sharing or 
usage of knowledge in new or old context. Business environment is also changing fast. 
Time frame in which decision must be made is getting smaller and companies are looking 
for support to keep their existing customers and also getting new ones. In the same time 
there is more information easier available than ever before. Challenge is to find right 
information at right time in understandable format.  
Another challenge for companies is that only 4% of unsatisfied customers actually com-
plain if they do not feel satisfied. 75 – 90% of unsatisfied customers will never return in 
the future. Each unsatisfied customer tells another nine people about it. Customer reten-
tion costs are 1/6 of acquisition costs. Satisfied customers are willing to pay more for 
products and services. Each satisfied customer tells another five people about it. (Straus 
2010, p. 10.) According to Wagner (2007) customer satisfaction is straight connected to 
return on investment of customer relationship, showed in picture 1.  
 
Picture 1: Return on investment (ROI) compared to Customer satisfaction (Wagner, 
2007) 
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Based on all that, companies must be able to use their existing knowledge efficiently for 
supporting decision-making. They also must be able to manage and monitor their perfor-
mances, in order to be adaptable under ongoing changes. This research focuses on defin-
ing group of business intelligence tools, which enables middle size companies’ sales man-
agers control their company’s sales performance better and have support for decision-
making. 
1.1. Background of the thesis 
Mepco Oy is Finnish Software Company that provides solutions for customer relationship 
management, finance management, enterprise resource planning and human resource 
planning for private and public sectors. This thesis is focused only for their customer 
relationship management division. As a solution for CRM they provide Microsoft dynam-
ics CRM that can be modified for different kind of customer needs. System can cover 
marketing, sales, customer service and also other elements, when it can be seen as ex-
tended CRM. In this thesis focus is on sales management, because intensification of this 
tool usually has most rapid affection to customer’s revenue and profit increase. Customer 
can also buy additional CRM-tools like web-intelligence or customer information from 
external information providers like CoreMotives ltd or Asiakastieto Oy. This information 
can be integrated with existing customer data and used for making different kind of ana-
lyzes or reports. In Microsoft Dynamics CRM is built-in reporting tool, which is called 
as reporting wizard. With it user can compare two types of information against each 
other’s and draw different types of diagrams about them. User can also build dashboards 
that consist of six small windows, which can be chart, list, web-resource or I Frame.  
Mepco Oy has noticed that their customers are continuously looking for new ways to 
increase their sales revenue and profits. In many cases companies are aiming to these 
through new sales strategy, which goal is to maximize effectiveness of their sales opera-
tions. By analyzing these typical goals for sales organizations, Mepco Oy has realized 
that their customers must be able to control and monitor their sales organizations’ perfor-
mance in more effective ways. In addition, they need to understand their different perfor-
mances of a sales organization as a whole, in order to have them work efficiently together. 
Mepco Oy is now interested to know what information their medium size customer sees 
important in order to steer their sales organizations into right direction and have more 
profits. Furthermore they want to know, which sales department’s performances must be 
monitored and what information is needed to support decision-making. Main idea from 
Mepco Oy’s perspective is to define set of BI-tools, which makes all described easily 
controllable. BI-tool for Mepco Oy means group of easily understandable dashboards, 
which include different types of meters that are based company’s own or externally ac-
quired information, which is related on their business. 
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Thus the research constitutes the following tasks: 
- Recognize what are the most important business intelligence tools for medium 
size companies’ sales management 
- Identify main responsibility areas of sales management 
- Identify what are important performances that should be monitored and what sup-
portive information is needed in each sales management’s responsibility area 
1.2. Research questions and limitations 
Main objective for this thesis is to define BI-tools that Mepco Oy’s existing customers’ 
sales departments sees as most valuable for them and what is the structure of those tools. 
Thus the main research question for research is: What are the main BI- tools for providing 
better performance for sales departments in medium size companies? Nature of the main 
research question is wide, so it is reasonable to create group of secondary question, which 
makes it easier to answer. Those secondary research questions are listed below: 
- Theoretical secondary questions: 
o What is sales management in general and what are main responsibility ar-
eas of it? 
o How performances can be managed and monitored? 
o What is business intelligence and how it can produce supportive infor-
mation for decision-making? 
o How BI is related to performance management and monitoring? 
- Empirical secondary questions: 
o What are critical success factors for medium size companies’ sales depart-
ments? 
o What performances should be monitored? 
o How those performances can be monitored? 
o What additional information is needed to support decision making? 
First four secondary questions are theoretical in nature and will be answered on literature 
point of view. Rest four are empirical, so those will be answered in empirical part of the 
thesis. By combining theoretical and empirical parts main question can be answered. 
Aim of theoretical part of the research is to define theoretical framework that connects 
theory of sales management, performance management and monitoring, and business in-
telligence all together. This can be done by first defining how sales organizations operate 
in general from management point of view, and what type of issues there concerning the 
sales management. Next step is to understand, how organization’s performances can be 
managed and monitored. Focus is finding method that enables building a link between 
measurable objective and sales management’s main issues. Lasts theoretical goals are 
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defining theoretical model for identifying decision-makers’ information needs and under-
stand connection between business intelligence and performance management.  
Aim of empirical part is to find answer to four last secondary questions based on theoret-
ical framework. Mepco Oy have defined that medium size companies from their perspec-
tive got between 50 – 250 CRM users in business unit where they have implemented the 
software. 
Selected companies need to have CRM –related business model in their sales depart-
ments, which makes their business intelligence needs more comparable. This means that 
case companies have sales process time over 3 weeks and their process can be identified 
by parameters shown in picture 2.   
 
Picture 2: Sales process in CRM.  
 
First step of sales process in picture 2 is, when sales lead is generated by marketing and 
is processed via several possible channels. This means that company has recognized 
someone who might be interested to buy their product or service. Second step is, when 
sales lead is sorted and qualified. After this step company knows that potential customer 
have interest to buy their product or service.  Third step includes a number of sales activ-
ities that pushes the business opportunity forward. Aim is to recognize the potential cus-
tomer’s need, purchase schedule and budget. Fourth step is, when an offering is proposed 
to the sales lead. This offering should be now modified to meet customer need and on the 
step five company either wins or loses and the sales lead is closed. 
Companies CRM-maturity must also be in certain level. Basically this means that com-
pany must first be able to run their business processes systematically in order to develop 
their sales processes analytically. Mepco Oy sees that researched companies must be at 
least on third CRM-maturity level. CRM-maturity level consists of five steps: 
1. Pre-CRM planning: organization recognizes the importance of CRM but CRM 
project not yet fully scoped 
2. Building a data repository: collecting and reviewing existing data and cleaning 
and de-duplicating customer records; identifying who are our customers 
3. Moderately developed CRM: full data warehouse but limited to a single business 
unit; tools like sales force automation in use; call-center, campaign management 
in use but stand alone, not integrated 
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4. Well-developed CRM: enterprise-wide data warehouse, developed front-office 
tools, customer prioritization, sophisticated segmentation 
5. Highly advanced CRM: fully integrated, advanced segmentation, DW access over 
business unit boundaries, “best in class”. (Payne, 2006.) 
1.3. Research approach 
According to Olkkonen (1994, p.24) two main research approach are positivism and her-
meneutics. Those can be seen as opposites of each other’s, because they are based on two 
different philosophies: realism and idealism. Positivism is scientific approach that is 
based on facts and it denies all uncertain thoughts, which cannot be observed. Positivism 
is clearly based on realism and it highlights observable facts. Hermeneutics instead is 
science approach that underlines conception of observable reality, meaning of different 
things and their relation to each other’s and understanding. Hermeneutics can be de-
scribed as explanation and interpretation skills. It is strongly based on idealism, whereby 
things occur only as awareness and ideas, which can provide information. (Olkkonen 
1995, pp. 26 – 27.) Based on earlier described information sources and recognition of it, 
every branch of science has individual perspective of science approaches and results that 
them can make. These ways of working are called research paradigms or research ap-
proach. (Olkkonen 1994, p. 28.) 
According to Neilimo and Näsi (1980, p. 50) commonly used classification in business 
economics is dividing them to four approaches: conceptual, decision-oriented, nomothet-
ical and action-oriented. These four research approaches are recognized by researching 
usage and information acquisition of researches. Based on usage of scientific research it 
can be either normative or descriptive. Descriptive researches are focused on describing 
phenomenon whereas normative tries to define results that can be used for developing 
operations. (Olkkonen 1994, p. 44.) Research can be either theoretical or empirical based 
on information acquisition way. Goal of theoretical research is to develop new theories 
based on already known theories. Empirical research instead is based on measuring single 
occurrences and how these related to each other’s and causality of them. (Olkkonen 1994, 
pp. 50 – 51.) In addition of Neilimo’s and Näsi’s (1980, p. 80) definition Kasanen et al. 
(1993, p. 257) have mentioned that constructive approach is also one of the main classi-
fication in business economics. In picture 3 are shown five research approaches, which 
are categorized by information usage and acquisition. 
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Picture 3: Research approaches used in business economics (adapted from Kasanen et. 
al. 1993, p. 257) 
In this research are used two different research approaches: conceptual and action-ori-
ented. Research approach for theoretical part is conceptual approach. For business eco-
nomics research is typical that conceptual approach is also used in empirical part of re-
search, which can be used for creating framework that can be used in beginning of em-
pirical part (Hannula et al. 2002b, p. 8). According to Olkkonen (1994, p. 65) goal of 
conceptual approach is to create term systems, which can be used for describing, recog-
nizing and categorizing different phenomenon. This is also goal for this research’ theo-
retical part, because based on it, framework for doing empirical part and it analyzes can 
be made.  
Empirical part’s research approach is action-oriented approach. According to Olkkonen 
(1994, p. 72) this approach is based on hermeneutical approach, which focus is on under-
standing research problem. Usually this type of research is related for example to organ-
ization’s operations, management, problem solving, decision making processes or devel-
opment processes. Often problems are not structured, situation is new or it environment 
is under fast changes. Typical for this type of research is also close relationship between 
research’s topic and researcher and his interpretations. (Olkkonen 1994, pp. 72 – 73.) 
According to Olkkonen (1994, p. 73) results for action-oriented approach researches’ are 
typically for example are executed changes in researched organization or goals related on 
them. Also material and analyzes of it are empirical, even though material is gathered 
from small amount of cases. 
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All described action-oriented approach’s characteristics, general goals and typical results 
are close to this research also, so it is logical selecting it for this research’s empirical 
part’s approach also. Research approach is closely related to research method, so research 
method for this research is half structured interview, which is described with more details 
in section 5.1.  
1.4. Structure of the study 
Thesis consists of four main parts: Introduction, theory, empiricism and discussion. The-
oretical and empirical parts consist of many chapters. In introduction part research’s back-
ground, goals and research strategy are described. Theoretical part go through sales de-
partments, performance monitoring and business intelligence theories, which are used 
together for creating framework that can be used in empirical part’s interviews. In empir-
ical part is analyzed target industries’ business intelligence needs based on framework 
build in theoretical part. Discussion part summarizes research results and evaluates them.  
Picture of the structure is shown in picture 4.  
Picture 4: Structure of the study 
Chapter 1: Introduces thesis’ topic, goes through scientific aspect and used research 
methods.  
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Chapter 2: Begins theoretical part of thesis. In its first chapter is introduced sales man-
agement’s main issues. Aim is to define issues that cover sales management’s responsi-
bilities from general point of view.     
Chapter 3: Second theoretical section defines how performance and business are related, 
what performance management is and what type of framework is needed to monitor per-
formances. Aim is to define framework that connects sales management’s issues together 
with actual measurable performances. 
Chapter 4: Business intelligence chapter defines, what knowledge management is, how 
knowledge management is related to business, what business intelligence is and how in-
formation needs can be categorized. Aim for this section is to connect theory of business 
intelligence to theory of performance management. 
Chapter 5: Begins empirical part. Section begins with introduction of interviewed com-
panies. Research method and research execution are described. Aim is to describe re-
search in a way that it could be done by any researcher. 
Chapter 6: Research’s results are shown by company and by sales management’s issue. 
Aim is to describe interviews themselves and define company specific best practices for 
each sales management’s issue.   
Chapter 7: Second last chapter compares different companies’ best practices and aims to 
identifying general best practices for each sales management issue. 
Chapter 8: Last chapter’s aim is to present answers to research questions that are intro-
duced in first chapter, give action recommendations to Mepco Oy, estimate how well 
research have completed and possible topics for future research. 
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2. Sales management 
There is no commonly accepted definition of what is included into sales management and 
what is not. In some organizations sales manager can be for example little more than a 
supervisor of the sales force, like a super salesperson, who shows people how to do their 
jobs in a best way. Other example is the sales manager has also marketing manager’s jobs, 
but he still uses sales manager’s title. Typically sales manager’s works are located some-
where between these two examples. (Anderson et al. 2010, p. 4.) Because in literature 
there is not one commonly accepted definition of sales management, there is not any 
commonly accepted definition of issues that sales management should cover. Jobber & 
Lancaster (2009, p. 381) sees that sales management has five issues to cover: recruitment 
and selection, motivation and training, organization and compensation, sales forecasting 
and budgeting, and sales force performance evaluation. Anderson et al. (2010, p. 5 - 6) 
calls issues as responsibility areas and duties related on their job. In his model three main 
responsibility areas, which sales management should cover are:  
- Organizing and developing the sales force 
- Managing and directing sales force efforts 
- Controlling and evaluating sales force performance 
According to Anderson et al. (2010, p. 5 - 6) each responsibility area has group of duties 
to cover shown in picture 5.  
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Picture 5: Conceptual framework of sales management responsibilities and duties. (An-
derson et al. 2010, p. 6) 
Both Anderson’s et al. (2010) and Jobber & Lancaster (2009) sees sales management’s 
issues from quite the same point of view. Anderson’s categorization is more detailed so 
it is used as template in this research for identifying the group of sales management’s 
issues that covers department’s tasks. In this research sales management duties and issues 
are seen as a same thing, and later after this, word issue is used to describe them. Aim for 
this research is to recognize issues, which can be defined based on quantitative infor-
mation. In the end of this chapter issues must be divided into categories, so that later is 
possible to recognize, how performances related to each issue are managed and moni-
tored, and also what supportive information is needed in decision-making.   
2.1. Organizing and developing the sales force 
Sales forecast and budgeting 
Forecasting is important for all sales organizations and without it, it is hard to allocate the 
resources on a right way. Sales forecasts and budgets affect a lot marketing, so those must 
be coordinated in co-operation. Sales forecast can be divided into two categories: short 
and long-term forecasts. Short-term forecasting sets up workloads more effectively and 
long-term forecasting helps defining size of sales force and promotion plans for them. 
Sales forecasts are based on estimations of market potential and sales potential. Market 
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potential is quantitative analyze, in monetary units, of how many products can be sold in 
a market. Sales potential is share of market potential that organization among its compet-
itors can reasonable have. This information is used for setting up sales goals for different 
sales territories and individual sales peoples, which are known as quotas. (Anderson et al. 
2010, pp. 119 – 129.)  
According Jobber & Lancaster (2009, p. 461) sales forecasts are divided on: short, me-
dium and long-term forecasts. He means by short-term forecast time range from 1 to 3 
months ahead and sees that general trend for sales is more important than see short term 
fluctuations. However he sees it valuable for production. Medium-term forecast are used 
for adjusting production, so that it can adapt to demand. Time frame for this is likely to 
one year ahead. Long-term forecasts are mainly based on macro environment factors and 
they are mainly used for company large scope future planning. Typical time-frame for 
long-term forecasts is 3 – 10 years depending on industry. (Jobber & Lancaster 2009, pp. 
461 – 480.)  
Organizations’ needs to set up sales budget that basically outlines how resources should 
be allocated to achieve the sales forecast. They are used in planning, coordinating, and 
controlling sales activities. Task of the planning function is to translate sales goals and 
objectives to actionable tasks. Basically budgeting is operational planning process in fi-
nancial terms. It should cover long, medium and short term goals, which makes sales 
managers continually responsible of internal and external problems and opportunities. 
Task of coordinating function is to follow up that marketing and sales budgets are focused 
on same objects. Resources between these functions must be allocated on the way that 
designed sales goals can be met. The aim of controlling function is to evaluate results 
against sales budget expectations. These budget variances approach enables sales manag-
ers to more quickly recognize problems and make better plans for unexpected develop-
ments. (Anderson et al. 2010, p. 137 – 141) Jobber & Lancaster (2009, p. 461) sees also 
that budgeting is plan for allocation resources. He sees that starting point for budgets is 
medium-term sales forecast, which variances are most critical to recognize. 
Both of these definitions see sales forecasting and budgeting as mandatory issues for sales 
management. All the facts are mostly based on monetary and quantitative units, which 
are in research’s scope. 
Sales force planning and organizing 
Sales force planning aims to anticipate the possible outcomes and future implications of 
current decision. It minimizes shocks in changing environment where competition, polit-
ical and economic issues, and new technology are moving fast. Planning consists of three 
hierarchy levels: strategic, tactical and operational planning. On strategic level organiza-
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tion’s top sales management set up mission, vision, goals and overall budgeting. On tac-
tical level general sales management set up departmental, yearly, and quarterly plans, 
policies, procedures and budgets. On the operational level sales supervisors set up unit 
plans and budgets. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 149 – 151.) 
The sales management planning process includes seven steps: analyze situation, set goals 
and objectives, determine market potential and forecasts sales, develop strategies, allo-
cate resources and develop budgets, implement the plan, and evaluate and control.  First 
step, situation analyze, demonstrates where organization is today and where it is going if 
chances are not made. According to Anderson et al. (2010, p. 152) it is mainly based on 
following variables: 
- Market characteristic: a number and types of potential buyers, their demographic 
and behavioral profiles, their attitudes and shopping patterns and servicing needs.   
- Competition: a number and types of competitors; their weaknesses and strengths; 
their products, prices and brands; and their market shares.   
- Sales, cost and profit data for current year: by product, market, territory, and time 
period 
- Benefits offered as perceived by potential customers: products, brand names, 
prices, packages and service. 
- Promotional mix: personal selling, advertising, sales promotion, and publicity 
programs, particularly emerging website strategies. 
- Distribution systems: channels of distribution, channels patterns, storage and 
transportation facilities, and intensity of distribution. 
Idea of the list is to recognize your competitors and made SWOT-analysis about each of 
them. Then compare, what are company’s own strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and 
against competitors in different market segments. 
Second step is to set goals and objectives. Goals are not specific itself and they are more 
like strategic visions, like “we want to become best in the industry”. Objectives are clear 
and measurable that must be met in order to achieve set goals. These goals and objectives 
must be connected to situation analyze in order to them to be realistic. (Anderson et al. 
2010, p. 153 – 154.) Third step, determine market potential and forecasts sales, is closely 
related with section 2.1.1. Aim is to understand organization capacity against market ca-
pacity and define better what needs to done in order to achieve earlier set goals and ob-
jectives. Forth step is developing strategies to reach set goals and objectives. (Anderson 
et al. 2010, p. 155.) Fifth step, allocate resources and develop budgets, is also closely 
related with section 2.1.1. Focus is to set up budgets and allocate resources in order to 
achieve strategic goals. Sixth step is implementing the plan, which is get basically getting 
strategy to action. Last step of planning is evaluating and control. All ongoing perfor-
mance must be compared to industry averages, past performance and managerial expec-
tations. Good performance measures for sales managers are for example: sales volume, 
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number of new accounts, selling costs, sales force turnover, market share, profit margins, 
customer service and website visits. (Anderson et al. 2010, p. 155 – 160.) 
Jobber & Lancaster (2009) sees planning process as mix of budgeting and evaluation 
process. They do not integrate it to one process like Anderson et al. does. However both 
authors see that if budget variances express, budgets or strategy must be adjusted. This 
section is mix of many issues regarding sales management, so its role will be discussed 
later when other issues have also described. 
Time and territory management 
Time and territory management help sales managers define which accounts are called and 
how often. Sales territory usually consists of a specific geographic area that contains pre-
sent and potential customers and is assigned to particular salespersons. First step is to 
determine sales territories based on size, political system or geographical location. Sec-
ond step is selecting important territories based on area’s sales potential versus sales ef-
forts. Most potential territories must be recognized, because normally 80% of income is 
caused by 20% of customers. Next step is estimating salespersons workloads based on 
company’s position on the market and customers’ attractiveness. After recognizing effec-
tive sales territories working time must be used effectively and measuring return on time 
invested (ROTI). Return can be defined in numerous ways, such as dollar sales to a cus-
tomer, profits on a certain product category, or new customers won. ROTI identifies re-
turn divided by the hours spent achieving it. Salesmen’s daily activities need to be cate-
gorized and linked with daily and weekly goals so that pain points and progress can be 
recognized. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 181 – 205.) 
According to Jobber & Lancaster (2009, pp. 445 - 447) territory management is important 
issue concerning to sales force motivation. Challenge is to divide accounts equally be-
tween sales people that they do not feel unsatisfied. He recommends mathematical equa-
tion that enables sales people’s workload designing based on number of customers, call 
frequency per year and customer’s size. Both authors see time and territory management 
as important issue and it is definable with quantitative units, which should also be covered 
in this thesis.  
Recruiting 
Both Jobber & Lancaster (2009) and Anderson et al. (2010) sees recruiting as important 
issue in sales management. However recruiting process is in its nature hard to measure 
with quantitative meters. Both authors have process models for recruiting, but in this the-
sis it is seen as external activity that is excluded. 
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2.2. Managing sales force efforts 
Training the sales force 
Long-term goal for training is to increase profits. This training teaches effective ways to 
plan, sell, serve customers and implement company procedures. Unfortunately many re-
searches illustrate that only 10 – 30% of all the training is being used on the job a month 
later. This is why training must be based on salespersons performance and organizations’ 
must measure ROIs of different training programs.  Two of most important steps in sales 
training are defining training needs and determination of training objects. Training needs 
are recognized weaknesses in individual’s performance that affects his sales results. 
Training objects must be set up as performance objects so that focus is in what individual 
does with new knowledge not what he have learned. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 249 – 
270.) 
Jobber & Lancaster (2009, p. 419) states that “in today’s business environment it is no 
longer enough to have best product, it must be also sold”. They see training as a manda-
tory issue in which sales management should be fully committed in order to success in 
competitive market. Main benefits are: enhanced skill levels, improved motivation, im-
proved self-confidence, reduced costs, fewer complaints, lower staff turnover, reduced 
management support, higher job satisfaction and higher sales profits. They see that most 
important is to recognize individual training needs and define skills that need to be im-
proved. Jobber & Lancaster (2009) does not emphasize training cost as much as Anderson 
et al. (2010) and they are more focused on mandatory nature of it. Both authors see this 
issue very important part of sales management, which is why it needs to be covered.  
Sales force leadership 
Leadership is closely related to manager’s personality and style to lead and manage. Often 
sales manager present combination of certain character and leadership as itself is difficult 
to support with quantitative information. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 283 – 286.) Jobber & 
Lancaster (2009, p. 417) sees leadership as a part of sales force motivation and process to 
lead them in the right direction. Because of the strongly subjective issue, which is hard to 
support with quantitative information, this issue is not covered in this research. 
Sales force motivation 
Motivation is multi-faceted concept that has been the subject of many intensive re-
searches. Anderson et al. (2010, p. 323) defines motivation as a set of dynamic interper-
sonal process that cause the initiation, direction, intensity, and persistence of work-related 
behaviors of subordinate salespeople toward the attainment of organizational goals and 
objectives. There are three important elements in definition: direction, intensity and per-
sistence. Direction means objectives where individual should focus his effort. Intensity is 
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amount of physical and mental activity that individual is willing to use for task. Persis-
tence refers to duration of the effort an individual will exert. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 
323 – 325.) Motivational theories can be divided in to: content theories, process theories 
and reinforcement theory. For this thesis best general model is process theories, because 
they can be estimated with quantitative meters. 
Two well-known process theories are expectancy theory and goal setting theory. Expec-
tancy theory of motivation proposes that individuals contemplate the consequences of 
personal actions in choosing different alternatives to satisfy their needs. In this theory 
motivation consists of three elements: expectancy, instrumentality and valence. Expec-
tancy is salesperson’s perspective that certain amount of extra activity will lead to higher 
achievement. Instrumentality is salesperson’s estimate of the probability that achieving a 
certain level of performance will lead to the attainment of specific reward. Valence is the 
desirability of potential outcome or reward that the salesperson may receive from im-
proved performance. Basically motivation expended by salespersons is a function of the 
probability of an expectancy estimate multiplied by the probability of the instrumentality 
estimate multiplied by the valence for the reward. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 327 – 328.) 
Challenge in this theory is define all subjective values numerically. Goal-setting theory 
is easier to use. It attempts to increase motivation by linking rewards directly individuals’ 
goals. Goals must be one’s that individual want to achieve, realistic and measured in tan-
gible ways. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 328 – 330.) Good way to motivate is a sales contest 
that has potential for undesirable as well as desirable results. In this it is important to put 
a lot of effort for planning objectives, goals and purposes of this act. (Anderson et al. 
2010, pp. 335 – 340.)  
Also According to Jobber & Lancaster (2009, pp. 405 – 407) sees Maslow’s hierarchy of 
needs and Vroom’s expectancy theory good solutions for creating more motivation. He 
also states that encompassing motivation design is mandatory issue for sales management. 
Sales force motivation must be seen one of the key issues in sales management and it 
must cover in this research also. 
Sales force compensation 
Compensation plans are often situation and person specific combination. Well planned 
compensation system contains: reward preferences, reward levels, reward satisfaction, 
and managers’, subordinates’ perceptions of the adequacy of their rewards are known to 
differ. Compensation can be straight salary, commission or mix of them. All got their 
plusses and minuses but often in sales performance based pay is often most effective way 
of reward. Compensation must be designed based on salesperson personality like: crea-
tures of habit, goal oriented individuals, satisfiers, trade offers and money-oriented indi-
viduals. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 357 – 360.) Jobber & Lancaster (2009, pp. 448 – 449) 
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identifies five types of sales people: creatures of habit, satisfiers, trade-offers, goal ori-
ented or money oriented. After this choose suitable salary method, which are same as 
Anderson et al. They empathize compensations role in sales force’s motivation.  
Main idea in compensation is to estimate what type of compensation plan affects mostly 
to salesperson performance and maximize it. Good analyze of the best compensation plan 
for individual requires sales management’s good knowledge of human nature and indi-
vidual person, which makes it difficult to support with quantitative information. From 
research scope interviewed companies might also see compensation as a part of motiva-
tion, why it is clearer to not cover it. 
2.3. Controlling and evaluating sales force performance 
Sales volume, costs and profitability analysis 
Sales manager must analyze sales volume, costs, and profit of relationships by product 
line, territories, customers and salespersons as well as across sales and marketing func-
tions. It usually takes a long time-frame to complete estimation of the sales department’s 
effectiveness and efficiency. Analyzes are often made by market segment, it can also be 
made by something else, but then marketing costs and sales profits are easier to compare.  
Analyzes includes organizations’ sales volumes, costs that indicates organization’s prof-
itability, weaknesses and strengths by segment. These statistics compare present numbers 
to past sales, budgeted sales or competitors’ sales. From these managers decide a direction 
and size of a sales force. These analyses can be divided in to two main categories: sales 
volume and profitability analysis. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 388 – 392.) Jobber & Lan-
caster (2009) do not handle this issue as separate part and great part of it is cover in sales 
forecasting and budgeting issue. Because this part is hard to recognize as individual part 
it is excluded in this research. 
Sales force performance evaluation 
Performance is one of the most important concerns of sales management, because their 
goals are often like: increasing sales profits, revenue or market share. This is reason why 
individuals’ performance based goals must be directly linked to sales organization’s ob-
jectives. Company’s goals must be based on sales plan, described in section 2.1.2, that 
includes analysis of: market situation, opportunities and problems, action programs and 
performance evaluation systems. This plan basically answers to questions: where are we 
know, where do we want to go, what’s the best way there and how much progress we are 
making towards that goal. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 425 – 427.) 
Evaluation process begins by setting up performance standards that individual should 
achieve during upcoming measuring period. These standards are based on job description, 
so that both leaders and subordinates know what need to achieve and what objectives are. 
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For each objective sales management must define performance standard that is based on 
factors of sales employee’s performance. These standards must be stable and consistent, 
and by using them evaluator must be able to recognize between outstanding, average and 
poor performance.  
In picture 6 is shown three kinds of evaluation criteria for estimating salesperson effec-
tiveness: outcome-based measures, behavior-based measures and professional develop-
ment measures. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 427 – 429.) 
 
Picture 6: Sales force performance evaluation (Based on: Anderson et al. 2010, p. 429) 
Outcome-based measures: Results generated by salesperson can be divided into three cat-
egories. Specific outcome-based performance measures include: sales volume, percent of 
quota, market share, gross margin, contribution margin, number of orders, average order 
size, number of new accounts and number of lost accounts. These measures are quantita-
tive and therefore objective. (Anderson et al. 2010, p. 429.) 
Behavior-based measures: Every organization must develop their own behavior based 
measures for estimating less quantified results. For example sales call preparation, new 
product ideas and follow up with customers. Measuring of these criteria should be based 
on objective measures because subjective measuring often affects results. These measures 
should support individual to perform in a way that supports organization’s image. (An-
derson et al. 2010, p. 429.) 
Professional development measures: These measures have more indirect and long-term 
impact on sales so they need to be evaluated more largely, which is often needs subjective 
perspective. These measures fall in to three categories: personal selling skills (product 
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and customer knowledge), professional knowledge (awareness of organizational policies 
and marketing and sales strategies) and personal characteristics (enthusiasm, judgment, 
an ethical code of conduct and personal appearance).  (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 429 – 
430.) 
The best measuring system is often combination of all three of this that is based on selling 
framework and goals of the organization. In establishing goals for individual, sales man-
agement should choose criteria that focus on the most important features of the sales job, 
provide a complete picture of the salesperson’s performance and are generally controlla-
ble by the salesperson. (Anderson et al. 2010, pp. 431 – 432.) 
Jobber & Lancaster (2009, pp. 493 - 495) sees sales performance evaluation as five step 
process: sales force objectives, determine sales strategy, set performance standards, meas-
ure and compare with standard and action taken to improve performance. Authors’ mod-
els differentiate a little bit, but main idea is the same. In both individual’s performance 
standards must be based on the whole company’s objectives and strategy, and actual per-
formance is compared to it. Sales performance evaluation can be seen one of the key 
issues for sales management in order to control and monitor its goals and objectives, 
which is why it is included in this research also. 
2.4. Sales management issues and sales force planning 
Companies have many issues that are related to each other. The sales management plan-
ning process, described in section 2.1.2 Sales force planning, can be seeing consisting of 
many other duties, shown in picture 7.  
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Picture 7: Sales managements planning process’s relationship to sales management’s 
issues (Based on Anderson et al. 2010)  
First step, analyze the situation, includes parts of following duties: time and territory 
management and; sales volumes, costs and profitability analysis. Market characteristic 
and competition analyzes are parts of situation analyze, which are also related to time and 
territory management. In both, time and territory management and situation analyze, 
there is information need for recognizing potential buyers and their demographics, and 
also for recognizing competitors and their strengths and weaknesses. Also in, sales vol-
umes, costs and profitability analysis and situation analyze, there are need for sales, costs 
and profit data for current and recent years by product, market, territory and time.  
Third step, determine market potential and sales forecasts, includes parts of following 
duties: sales forecasting and budgeting and, sales volumes, costs and profitability analy-
sis. Sales forecast is based on estimation of market potential and sales potential, which 
also must notify recent sales. Basically from planning process point of view, sales volume, 
cost and profitability analysis, can be seen as a supportive function to time and territory 
management and for sales forecasting and budgeting. 
Fifth step, allocate resources and develop budgets, includes parts of following duties: 
sales forecasting and budgeting, sales force motivation and training the sales force. Sales 
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budgets must be based on earlier defined forecasts and depending on selected strategy, 
company must realize also sales force motivation training costs.  
Seventh step, evaluate and control, includes sales performance evaluation. All the key 
performances must be evaluated and if they are not in a wanted level company must re-
define its strategy or set new goal or goals and objectives. 
2.5. Sales management scope in this research 
As earlier mentioned in section 2.4 issues that cover sales organizations’ operations have 
many commonalties with sales management planning process. For this research it is man-
datory only to recognize general issues, which information needs can be later estimated. 
In order to have clear results from interview companies sales volume and profitability 
analysis have also been excluded from the scope, because it has many commonalities 
with time and territory management and sales forecasting and budgeting, which may con-
fuse interviewed companies. Covered issues are showed in picture 8. 
 
Picture 8: Scope of sales management’s issues in this research 
If those issues are seen from more action oriented perspective we can divide these respon-
sibilities in three groups, show in picture 9.  
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Picture 9: Scope of sales management’s issues in this thesis  
In picture 9 idea is, that first company must be able to understand what kind of market 
environment surrounds it and how big part of the market share they can have based their 
available resources. This means that company must create sales forecasts and budgets in 
order to achieve wanted position in a market. Second step includes recognizing potential 
sales territories and designing sales forces time usage in order to reach budgets. Third 
step is to manage sales force performances in order to achieve results. This includes sales 
force motivation, training and sales performance evaluation that must be designed in or-
der to achieve aimed sales budget. 
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3. Performance management and monitoring 
As said in the last chapter, if sales management wants to be able to know how sales or-
ganization is performing against set goals, company must be able to manage and monitor 
its performances. Now we know the sales management’s main issues in general, but in 
this chapter is defined how individual performances must be managed and controlled.  
This chapter consists of four parts: business and performance, management, performance 
monitoring and scope for performance management in this thesis. First part includes def-
inition of performance and describes how it is related to business. Second part introduces 
different performance management theories. Third part introduces, how performances 
can be monitored. Fourth chapter describes, how performance management is seen in this 
research. 
3.1. Business and performance 
According to Lönnqvist (2004) organization’s performance means how well it can reach 
its goals. Another definition is Laitinen’s (1998), in which performance means “organi-
zation’s ability to produce results compared to set goals”. Both of these definitions un-
derlines, how well companies are reaching their goals.  According to Laitinen (1998) 
these goals are normally related to owners’ and other stakeholders’ goals. Performance 
itself consists of many factors, which are emphasized differently in different organiza-
tions. However from management’s point of view performance is measured in the end by 
how well company has executed its vision and how profitable a business is. (Lönnqvist, 
2002.)  
Two performance elements can be recognized from earlier definitions: achieved results 
and goals. Idea is to define goals for these performances, which can be used for comparing 
them against achieved results. In literature this is called performance measurement. Meas-
uring usually focuses on achieved results, like costs or delivery volumes. So measuring 
is related to what actually happened and not what is potential performance level. Instead 
of that is remarkable that performance have different meaning for different stakeholders, 
so it can be seen from various points of views. (Lönnqvist, 2002) In this thesis perfor-
mance means performances that are related to sales departments’ issues in order to 
achieve set goals. 
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3.2. Management 
3.2.1. Strategic management 
Strategy as a term has changed since the 1970’s, when it meant action plan to reach or-
ganization’s goals. Today’s strategy is more controlled by list of needed updates and 
management’s initiatives, like increase market share in Asia or extending product portfo-
lio. (Neely, 2002.) These goals create value, but they are not final goals as themselves, 
which must be aimed. All these activities are done in hope that if they succeed, organiza-
tion can create more value to its stakeholders, like investors, customers or suppliers. Ac-
cording to Neely (2002) perspective of stakeholders is very important in performance. 
From management’s perspective there is a group of procedures that can help organization 
to design, share and follow execution of its strategy. These procedures lead management 
away from bookkeeping perspective and focus more to activities, which support strategic 
goals. This can be done by changing strategy to measurable form that can be monitored 
and followed. These action plans are typically organized into causes and consequences, 
which supports in organization planning by notifying different operations and their rela-
tionship with strategy. (Coveney, 2003.)  
Schendelin & Hofer (1979) have presented model for strategy process, which is used as 
base in modern strategy process models. Process consists of 6 steps: 
1. Goal setting 
2. Analyze of operational environment 
3. Creating strategy 
4. Estimation of strategy 
5. Execution of strategy 
6. Controlling strategy 
These steps can be combined into three different strategy work’s stages: strategic plan-
ning, execution of strategy and monitoring of strategy, shown in picture 10. In strategic 
planning step organization defines its mission, sets main goals, analyzes internal and ex-
ternal environment, and chooses best strategy alternatives. (Falshaw et al., 2006.) Mission 
in this context means procedure, which presents the way of how organization’s executes 
its purpose (Harisalo, 2008). In execution of strategy step, organization aim to execute its 
strategy by for example communicating it to employees. Typically organizations use 
more time for strategic planning than its execution, which is reason why it often fails. 
However succeeding in strategy is necessary for organization’s success. Without com-
municating and sharing strategy with employees, it is cannot be executed (Kaplan & Nor-
ton, 2001). During last step, monitoring of strategy, organization defines concrete and 
measurable goals, which will be monitored. With meters and goals strategy can be com-
municated to employees. Furthermore meters’ controlling effect makes employees focus-
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ing more to reach their goals, which are connected to strategy and its succession. (Lö-
nnqvist, 2002) By monitoring strategy, organization get information from its strategy 
based meters, which enables company estimating how well it is reaching strategic goals.   
 
Picture 10: Strategy work’s stages compared to strategy process (Based on: Falshaw et 
al., 2006) 
Strategy process has strong connection with performance management (Bittlestone, 
1997). Through performance management gap between different strategy process’ steps 
is possible to narrow down and through performance management all steps can be sup-
ported (Ariyachandra & Frolick, 2008). Because strategy process itself affects directly to 
performances, it must be developed systematically, in order to get better performances in 
organization (Falshaw et al., 2006). From strategy process point of view performance 
management is related to strategic planning, its execution and monitoring. Performance 
management supports strategy work in its creation; because it is systematic way to exe-
cute analyzing of external and internal environment, gather data from different steps and 
analyze information. Monitoring is executed through meters, budgets and plans, which 
are also tools for execution of strategy. Through performance management is also possi-
ble to see how strategy should be edited and executed in future. 
Strategic planning should be done at the same with performance management planning, 
so that they could support each-others and not seen as a separate functions. This is also 
big challenge. (Fahey, 2007) In strategy work performance management must be real time 
and proactive. Especially external environment is under ongoing change, which makes 
availability and timeliness of external information very important (Azvine et al., 2005). 
Timeliness can be achieved by making information gathering and processing faster, and 
by shrinking the guild between them.  
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Strategic management can be seen as important part of this thesis. Many of sales man-
agement’s issues are related on strategic planning and information produced to support 
them can be used in many different ways also support it.  
3.2.2. Process management and management by objectives 
Today’s organizations have more strategy and process focused perspectives to manage-
ment, which is focused on developing processes and systems so that budgeting, forecast-
ing and management’s reporting can be done more effectively. (Robbins, 2009.) Process 
management refers traditions and contracts, which are used to manage single or group 
processes. Performance management is seen from top to down and it is based on execu-
tion of strategy. In it management and employees are using plans, budgets, reports, meters 
and dashboards to execute strategy, and measure and monitor how well organization is 
performing compared to their strategic goals. Aim is to help organization operate more 
effectively, when in performance management focus is in accuracy and scope, in which 
goals are achieved.   
Process management is instead from down to top, which is designed to automatize, opti-
mize and integrate existing business processes. It is based on modeling, workflow design-
ing and integrating tools that are aimed to make business process more effective, to have 
better quality and customer satisfaction. Process management supports organization to 
operate more effectively, which means that it focuses to compare achieved results com-
pared to used resources. 
Management by objectives (MBO) refers to management, in which organization manage-
ment is based on aim to achieve to goals that have been set (Peter Drucker, 1950). Also 
Edwin Locke (1968) has target theory, which is based on management by objectives. It 
is based on idea to support employees’ will to work more effectively, get better results 
and face new challenges (Harisalo, 2008). Target theory provides way to organization’s 
to set goals for individuals and teams and measure how they are achieving them. Man-
agement by objectives is based on prearranged goals, which are used for measuring or-
ganization’s and individual’s performances. Typically these measures are based on finan-
cial numbers and in optimal situation they are also connected to organization’s strategic 
goals. It is important to notice that goal setting and responsibility sharing are key compo-
nents in creating management system; otherwise it is just management’s information sys-
tem. (Malmi et al., 2005.) 
Both process management and management by objectives can also been seen as ways to 
manage organization performance oriented. However in interview’s designing, it must be 
noticed that this research’s focus is not companies’ strategic goals and in this point it is 
more important understand the hierarchy structure for selecting, which performances will 
be monitored.  
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3.3. Performance monitoring 
Two main performance measures are effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness refers to 
scope where performance has affected and efficiency instead is a measure for indicating 
how company’s resources are used. (Najmi & Kehoe, 2001.) As a term measure means 
precise method, this can be used for monitoring critical success factors of the performance 
(Hannula et al., 2002a). Sometimes terms indicator and metric are used as a synonyms 
for measure. These terms does not however mean the same thing, because performance 
meter refers to parameter, which is used for indicating effectiveness or efficiency of a 
past performance, and metric refers to wide scope performance measurement, and its con-
tents and components. For example customer satisfaction is a performance measurement, 
which can be divided to components, like on time delivered products and how satisfied 
they are to product compared to price, which are called metrics. (Neely 2000.) Meanings 
of these terms are not however so indisputable, because for example indicator, metric and 
measure can be seen as synonyms of each other’s and be used for meaning same thing 
(Lönnqvist, 2004). 
Meters can be categorized in many different ways. Most common way for doing it is to 
divide them to financial and not financial. Meters can also be seen as a qualitative and 
quantitative or direct and indirect meters. Direct measures measure directly success factor 
and indirect instead measure correlating factors of it. (Lönnqvist, 2004.) Example of di-
rect meter is manager’s or employee’s view point of efficiency or produced product per 
person. Correspondingly indirect meter can be for example customers’ notified waiting 
time or employee’s sick leave. (Kemppilä & Lönnqvist, 2003.)    
Financial meters are based on monetary information. With these meters company can 
control and supervise its economic goals and see how they are achieving them. Purpose 
of these meters is to describe company’s economic success factors. These meters are typ-
ically delayed type of meters, which can be affected indirectly by developing not eco-
nomic matters. With not economic meters company can measure different aspects of its 
performance, like customer satisfaction, quality, delivery time and motivation. These rep-
resent company’s production and operation related matters. Not economic meters are 
close to company’s business and with them it is easy to recognize problems earlier. Chal-
lenge with these meters is however bad comparability. Often these types of meters give 
situation specific results, which are hard to summarize. (Hannula et al., 2002; Kapplan & 
Atkinson, 1998.) In literature are also mentioned soft and hard meters. Hard meters are 
based on unambiguous output values, like business transactions. Soft meters instead are 
based on peoples’ attitudes, feelings and visions. (Lönnqvist & Mettänen, 2003.) Hard 
meters are quantitative meters and soft meters qualitative ones.  
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Meters are important for communication, because it can be used as a support for discus-
sion and experience analyzes (Hannula et al., 2002). When all different parts of the or-
ganization use same meters, they can understand relation of organization’s different parts 
and develop it in a cooperative way. Organizations must also have effective operations 
for recognizing meters, which are related to strategic business drivers. (Frolick & Ariya-
chandra, 2006.)  
3.3.1. Measuring 
Performance measuring refers to process that is used for defining the state of measured 
feature. (Lönnqvist, 2004; Hannula et al., 2002a.) From this view point features, which 
will be measured are known beforehand. According to Kaplan (2009) performance meas-
urement is “assessing business results to determine company’s effectiveness and to ad-
dress performance shortfalls and process problems”. According to Neely et al. (2005) 
performance measurement is “quantification process for operations’ features, in which 
measuring is quantification process and action leads to performance”. Later definition is 
based on happened operations’ features that define what will happen in future. Perfor-
mance measurement can also be seen from wider perspective. One example of it is Olk-
konen’s et al. (2002) definition:” Performance measurement is a continuous and dynamic 
process in which measures are first constructed, based on strategically important success 
factors, then the measures are used to help implement planned strategies and, finally anal-
ysis of measurement results provides feedback for new strategy formulations”. 
According to this definition, choosing of meters is based on strategy, created performance 
meters are used as a helping tool for executing the strategy and metered results as a help 
in creating new strategy. From this view point performance measurement supports whole 
strategy process. However this definition is quite wide and often performance measure-
ment refers more passive type of performance reporting, than proactive product manage-
ment (de Waal, 2007). Measurement can still be seen as important part of any kind of 
management and performance controlling (Anderson et al., 1994). Performance measure-
ment works as a link between strategy and the performance, because meters are based on 
company’s strategy, include all key performances and end results of them. (Najmi & Ke-
hoe, 2001.)  
Performance measurement is seen differently in different organization levels. Top man-
agement is interested on how well company is performing against strategy, how well they 
are executing strategy and do they need change performances to reach strategy (Kaplan, 
2009). Performance measurement is also often related to human resource measuring and 
purpose is follow individual performances and use data in management (Stevens, 2008). 
Middle management can use performance data, for estimating and motivating their em-
ployee from performance and efficiency point of view. From this aspect employee can 
learn how they can better found a way that helps company to reach its results. If this data 
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is also given to outside of organization (stakeholders, customers and media), it can be 
used for making judgments of how effective and fair company is, which may effect on 
investment decision. (Kaplan, 2009.) 
Often performance measuring is seen from economic or human resource point of view 
(Packová & Karácsóny, 2010). This is important aspect, because it is necessary guide 
employee to reach goals that are related to organization’s general goals. Economic meters 
are most accurate, but measuring should not be only focusing on those. Problem is getting 
good picture about developing and executing the strategy.  (Ariyachandra & Frolick, 
2008.)  
Performance measuring is tool for strategic management, which enables guiding of em-
ployees’ performances to same direction with strategy (Lönnqvist, 2002). In strategic per-
formance measuring meters are based on strategy and through these meters individual 
goals and strategy can be clearly communicated for them. In ideal situation individuals 
can focus only for they own work and developing in it, when also employee are executing 
company’s strategy. Now management can see from meters results how well they are 
executing strategy. Performance measuring has dualistic meaning. It is a controlling tool 
but also ongoing process, which is based on measured success factors, which are based 
on strategy, which must be developed based on meters results. (Lönnqvist, 2002) In this 
thesis performance measuring covers all business related measuring that effect on sales 
department’s responsibilities and duties. 
3.3.2. Critical success factors and performance indicators 
One of the key terms in performance measuring is Key Performance Indicator (KPI). 
Through these indicators management goals can be quantified. Compared to traditional 
meters, KPIs’ have goals that are related to one or more strategic goals. (Eckerson, 2009) 
So it is important that KPIs reflect company’s goals and affect a lot for its success (Bose, 
2006). KPIs can be seen as a picture of how well company is performing in certain seg-
ment (Kapplan, 2009). KPIs also support organizations to monitor more than just eco-
nomic meters, so that they understand better how they are performing in different areas. 
Goals for KPIs are multifaceted: they have limits, timetable, when they need to be reached 
and comparison value (Eckerson, 2009). Typical KPIs for different focus areas are shown 
in table 1. 
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Table 1: Examples of important key performance indicators (Bose, 2006) 
Strategic focus Potential key performance indicators 
Cost leadership - Cost meters, like production and supply 
costs, costs per unit 
- Period time, like production time, time for 
servicing a customer 
- Conformity about the standards of product 
and services 
- Volumes of production and service 
- Utilization rate of capacity 
- Profitability 
- Quality meters, like TQM and Six Sigma  
Specialization (products and ser-
vices) 
- Time to market for launching product or 
service 
- Service or product modifications 
- Results of product development and re-
search, new patents 
- On-time delivery 
- Knowledge about customers and personali-
zation 
- Feedback management 
Growth - Knowledge sharing 
- Customer acquisition and sustaining 
- Market share 
- Customer penetration 
 
During the 1960-decade success factors was in center of management literature. Later 
research expanded to cover especially critical success factors. (Rockart, 1979.) Success 
factors are in important position from strategy’s and business success points of view (Lö-
nnqvist, 2002). These factors are knowledge, skills, talents, resources, features and pieces 
of work that are reason for organization’s success (Toivanen, 2001). Critical success fac-
tors are instead a function that is needed for achieving the strategic goal (Cokins, 2009). 
Critical success factors must also be executed at least well that organization can success 
and they need management’s ongoing attention. For doing that they must be measured 
all-time and information should be easily available. (Rockart, 1979) Typically organiza-
tion can recognize small group of critical success factors that are related to its strategic 
goals. One critical success factor typically has one or more key performance indicator 
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(KPI). For example customer satisfaction is one typical critical success factor that organ-
ization could have. In one example KPIs for it were availability (can organization say yes 
to clients request) and reliability (Does Company keeps its promises). 
For achieving wanted results organization must continually measure its critical success 
factors. It is remarkable that some KPIs are very easy to define and measure and others 
might be very subjective, like customers’ empathy or morality of employees. According 
to Bose (2006) also turnover forecast, gross profits, stock levels and list of biggest clients 
can be also key performance indicators, if they are important to business and they are 
measurable. In picture 11 is shown critical success factor’s (increasing sales profits) two 
KPIs. Goals for KPIs’ are that sales per person are more than 100 000€ per person, dis-
counts must be lower than 8% and cost of sales are lower than 15%. For achieving these 
goals company must build action plan. In this case these tactics could be for example 
decreasing discounts in certain product categories (for example A, B and C) or sales train-
ing. Now company can make meters for each person for comparing profits against costs, 
like: sales per person, salaries and travel expenses. 
  
Picture 11: Critical success factors’ relationship to meters (based on Coveney, 2003) 
Often company can get data from their operative information systems, which can be used 
for comparing to KPI’s performance. More challenging is to compare KPI’s performance 
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to strategic goals. Good example is that unlikely 10% increase in customer satisfaction 
increases turnover with one percent. Maybe customer satisfaction is better meter for 
measuring customer loyalty. Important in this is however fixing KPIs and refocus them 
often enough so that them point to the right direction. However timeframe for refocusing 
should not be too short, so that company is able to recognize trends in performance 
changes. Remarkable is also that meters should not be goals themselves, but instead they 
should be a tool for reaching greater goal. (Niemelä et al., 2008) KPI are also in important 
role from strategic point of view. According to Bose (2006) definition of KPIs is equally 
important than strategy. They are often designed based on long-term goals that do not 
change that often.   
3.3.3. Performance measurement system 
With single meters, it can be difficult to have a good picture of organization’s operations 
as a whole. According to Laitinen (1998) organization’s decision makers should have big 
picture about the organization so that they could make good decisions. This is why it is 
important that meters create reasonable combination, where meters supports each other’s 
and are important also from measured feature’s point of view (Hannula et al., 2002a). 
This kind of process is called performance measurement system. 
In literature models for performance management systems are often based on economic 
meters, which itself are not enough for controlling company’s performance. This also 
general perception in the days, which is focused on comprehensive view and meters that 
are based on organization’s vision and strategy. Now meters can be chosen in order to 
reach organization’s strategic goals. This kind of system can be called a strategic perfor-
mance measuring system. (Hannula et al., 2002)  This kind of system usually contains 
meters that are related critical success factors, which must be achieved for reaching stra-
tegic goals. Now meters drive staff’s actions to strategically right direction, which makes 
concentrating on right performances easier for staff and execution of strategy also comes 
easier (Malmi et al., 2005). From another aspect by measuring critical success factors, 
company can follow how company is executing the strategy. 
Good measuring system covers all dimensions that matters from decision making point 
of view, it is useful while measuring and also while developing organization’s perfor-
mance, and it is logical. (Laitinen, 1998) Measuring system should not however include 
overlapping information from the same aspect. However the main thing is to see what 
company itself sees critical factors for its business.    
3.4. Scope for performance management in this thesis 
As said before performance management can be seen large process that connects compa-
nies mission to measurable action, which is modeled in picture 12. This perspective is 
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however too detailed to use in context of sales management’s issues, because their rela-
tionship with strategy cannot always be clear.  
 
Picture 12: Performance management’s framework (Based on Bititchi et al., 1997) 
 
Process shown in picture 12 probably includes too many steps in order them to be identi-
fied from middle size companies. From this research point of view, it is only necessary 
to understand which performances should be monitored and why, and not focus too much 
on reason behind them. Reason is that it is very likely that only big companies set their 
performance measures based on this type of hierarchy. That is reason why model must be 
simplified and only important from Mepco Oy’s aspect is to recognize critical success 
factors, key performance indicators and meter related on each sales management’s issue, 
shown in picture 13. This model is a lot simple than Bititchi’s et al.’s (1997), but in this 
context it is precise enough to serve its usage. 
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Picture 13: Scope for performance management and sales management’s issues relation 
on them. 
Picture 13 includes earlier defined sales management’s issues and performance manage-
ment hierarchy that will be used in this research. As said this model is accurate enough in 
order to be able identify which performances should be monitored and why.   
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4. Business intelligence 
This chapter consists of three parts: knowledge management, domain of business intelli-
gence and BI’s relationship to performance management. First part presents basic termi-
nology of knowledge management and how information needs can be categorized. Second 
part defines what BI means and third part is about how relationship between BI and per-
formance management is seen in this research. 
4.1. Knowledge management 
Knowledge management has important role in business intelligence. In today’s business 
environment role of knowledge management has increased, because with it company can 
manage and develop its most important resource, their employees’ know-how. In this 
section is described basic theory of information management and how information can be 
classified. Aim is to build framework that enables classification of information so that 
later it can be used for analyzing information needs of sales management. 
4.1.1. What is information? 
Information types are usually divided into four levels data, information, knowledge and 
intelligence. Data is defined as unstructured facts and number, which itself does not have 
a great meaning. Information instead is structured data that is useful in analyzing and 
problem solving. (Thierauf, 2001) In corporate world great amounts of data is saved for 
example in different operative information systems.  
Information can be seen as messages that have certain meaning or rendition (Ståhle & 
Grönroos 1999). Information has a meaning for person who receives it and it is basically 
framed for some certain usage. Often information locates in organizations for example in 
documents. So typically data can be only understood, if person who receives it can un-
derstand its context, when data itself has transformed to information or knowledge. Data 
can be transformed to information with information technology for example by trans-
forming operative systems’ data to data warehouse. More challenging is to transform in-
formation to knowledge, which needs human’s analyzing. So information turns to 
knowledge, when receiver interprets it in certain context. According to Davenport and 
Prusak (1998) knowledge is mix of organized experiences, values, information and pro-
fessional realizations. Knowledge creates circumstances for estimating and creating new 
experiences and information. Basically knowledge is created and used in person mind. In 
organization knowledge is committed in routines, process, practices, norms and also parts 
of it in organizations’ data marts and documents. According to Nonaka and Takeuchi 
(1995) knowledge also contains belief and commitment that are not included on data or 
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information. They also define that information transforms to knowledge through learning 
and understanding of information. So information can be transformed to knowledge by 
comparing, making conclusions, combining and discussing. This means that human must 
process information before it transforms to knowledge. (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995) In 
picture 14 is described how data turns to knowledge.  
 
Picture 14: Data refines to knowledge 
Intelligence is knowledge and foreknowledge of the world around the company, and it 
can be used for making upcoming decision and actions (Herring 1988). This means that 
receiver can use information and knowledge to solve a problem or to carry out an assign-
ment. Intelligence focuses on detecting critical trends and patterns as well as relationships 
between customers’ and organization’s own activities to identify significant changes and 
opportunities, and to make better decisions (Thierauf 2001, pp. 10 - 11). Difference be-
tween knowledge and intelligence is that intelligence is not only a summarized infor-
mation, but also active knowledge of how to apply the content of information. 
Another well know categorization of knowledge is to divide it to explicit and tacit 
knowledge. First who presented this definition was Polanyi (1966), who said that we 
know more than we can tell, and referred tacit knowledge. Better known definition is 
Nonaka’s & Takeuchi’s (1995), who presented these terms and relationship between them 
more precisely. Explicit knowledge is objective, impersonal, easily transferable and sav-
able. Tacit knowledge instead is subjective, person committed, context related, and hardly 
savable and transferable. (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995, pp. 59-61.) Explicit knowledge is 
for example all written material. Tacit knowledge is instead for example person’s own 
knowledge that be seen as know-how and experience. Typical for tacit knowledge is that 
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it is hard to describe with words, which makes it more difficult to share in organizations 
than explicit knowledge.  
When two most common presented theories are compared, connection between 
knowledge and tacit knowledge and also between information and explicit knowledge, 
cannot be easily identified. For example person can have some tacit knowledge, which is 
information in its nature, like door passcode. This example demonstrates that categoriza-
tion is hard to build. In performance management all information types are used. Perfor-
mance data shown on dashboards locates often in organization’s operative system, in 
which it is transformed to information that is often saved in organization’s data ware-
house. This information is used for showing performances and it can be also used for 
recognizing mega trends when it turns to knowledge. From performance management 
point of view information about performances is also related to strategy and it can be used 
for developing better performance measures.  
4.1.2. Importance of information for decision-making 
Importance of information has increased in decision-making and management. 
Knowledge management has become more common, which has influenced to increase of 
human capital to be one of the most valuable factors of production. Companies have also 
understood possibilities that ICT creates for storing and using the information and 
knowledge that are in the company.  According to Sydänmaanlakka (2001) information 
itself does not have important role and the most important role arises when it is used for 
real life situations. So if organization wants its information to be used efficiently, system-
atic management of knowledge is needed. One of the main goals for management of 
knowledge is to have level of unused tactic knowledge as low as possible. Second goal is 
unbarred information flows in organization. (Sydänmaanlakka, 2001.) Huotari (2000) de-
fines management of knowledge goal more precisely to control and manage processes 
that aim to recognize, share and use organization’s knowledge and information. Both of 
these definitions see that knowledge can have two perspectives from management point 
of view. It can be either the process or object. When knowledge is managed as an object 
it is seen explicit and it is managed as process, the role of social perspective and tactic 
knowledge increase. From performance management point of view knowledge is often 
seen as an object, but organizations are also interested to share and use information ef-
fectively in the organization. 
When company begins using knowledge to manage instead of managing of knowledge, 
often availability and reliability of information rises to be problems (Jalonen & Lönnqvist 
2009). Often important decisions are made on early steps of decision making process, 
when all the needed information is not available. Idea in performance management is to 
decrease this uncertainty by providing information in early steps of decision making pro-
cess. Challenge is however that information needs in different organization levels differ 
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radically. Business information needs can be divided into two categories external and 
internal information. (Uusi-Rauva 1994, pp. 5 - 6) Internal information is typically com-
pany-specific information that is for example sales figures and know-how of employees. 
External information consists of information about business environment, technological 
advances, competitors, partners and customers. Decision making can be divided to three 
levels: strategic, tactic and operative. (Marakas 2003, pp. 90 – 91.) Balance between ex-
ternal and internal information differs on each level. On operative level information needs 
mainly consists of organization’s internal information and on strategic focus is more in 
external information sources. This is shown in picture 15. According to Uusi-Rauva 
(1994, p. 6) organizations needs information can be divided to three categories: situation 
facts about organization or its environment, quantitative and qualitative objectives, and 
methods, means or factors that affects company’s operations so that it can change to 
match objectives.  
 
Picture 15: Information needs at different levels. (Based on: Pirttimäki 2006, p. 45) 
Strategic level is more interested of long term decisions and aim is to work proactively, 
and find new ways to develop business. Operative level is more focused on estimating 
own work environment and finding more effective ways to develop business. Typically 
operative management is based on experiences of the past. By nature strategic manage-
ment has more influence to organization’s future than operative, why information quality 
requirements are also higher. (Harwood 1994, p. 31.) 
In picture 16, Laitinen (1998, pp. 144 - 146) defines the nature of information need in 
different levels. Basic idea is that owners defines business idea and vision and create 
outward circumstances to match them. They also need to supervise implementation of 
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business idea and follow up effectiveness of implementation. Their information need is 
rough information about trends in business environment and information of their own 
performance so that preconditions at operative action are in wanted level.  
 
Picture 16: Information needs on different management levels (Laitinen 1998, p. 148) 
Task of strategic management is to create strategy to fulfill owners’ plans, which makes 
them want extensive but only rough information. This information consists of forward 
looking information from company’s own activities but also external business environ-
ment. Middle management’s role is to supervise effective implementation of strategies 
and share resources that make them want both medium and short term information. Op-
erative management is responsible for effective use of resources in different operations. 
Information is quite detailed and related to short term decision making. At the lowest 
level people need very detailed information about the moment in real time. (Laitinen 
1998, p. 144 – 146.)  
Both of these information needs models are based on same type of categorization. It is 
clear that different organization levels have different kind of needs, but were they get the 
information. Operative systems often include a lot of useful data, but rare decision maker 
have accessibility on those (Schauer et al., 2005). From corporation perspective one sin-
gle operative system does not provide any value for decision making. Data must be pro-
cessed and combined with data of different business units, before it can be used for sup-
porting decision making. Often this process is executed in organization’s data warehouse. 
Business intelligent and data warehouse systems are coming more common, but we still 
have challenges in decision (Davenport, 2010). According to Choo (2002, p. 26) it is 
waste of time and resources to gather and analyze information that decision-makers want 
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but a company does not need for success. In many situation information wants and needs 
are also two different things and between them is a gap (Kotler, 2003). Five most common 
type of information gaps are: decision stop (an individual got many choices for going 
forward), barrier stop (the only way continue is blocked), spin-out stop (there are no op-
tions for going forward), perceptual embeddedness (Unclearness of the options is not 
known) and situational embeddedness (possible options are not known) (Choo, 2002).  
There is area were information needs and wants overlap that is shown in picture 16. Ac-
cording to Pirttilä (1997) this area got greatest potential to support information need, but 
it cannot be always gathered. 
 
Picture 16: Information gap (Based on Aguilar 1967) 
As shown in picture 16, there can be needs that could be valuable to fill, which decision 
makers do not feel valuable or needed for them. They do not might even know that infor-
mation even exists. (Pirttilä, p. 46.) According to Aguilar (1967) information gaps can be 
categorized into three classes. One is gap between information that decision makers want 
but do not need. Two is gap between information that decision makers want and really 
need. Three is gap between received and wanted information. In today’s business envi-
ronment information sources are almost unlimited, which makes selection and use of right 
information very important. This underlines that in some situations it is almost equal im-
portant to know what information is not needed than to what is. Finally information 
should be shared through value adding information products that gap between collected 
and required information decrease (Choo 2002).  
According to Davenport (2010a) good analyzing tools are most import to support decision 
making. Second important are changes in organization culture or management, higher 
quality of data and changes in employees’ performances. Average amount of different 
meters per decision is five or more. (Davenport 2010a.)  
In this research information needs are likely to be related only to strategic and operative 
levels. Reason is that in medium size companies have rarely three levels categorization 
of their planning functions. In picture 9 that was in section 2.5 sales management’s issues 
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were categorized into three categories. First and second ones, sales forecasting and budg-
eting, and time and territory management, can be seen as strategic level planning func-
tions. Third level, sales force motivation, training the sales force and sales force perfor-
mance evaluation can be seen more as operative level monitoring tools. Information gap 
probably also exists, because only information needed can be analyzed. 
4.1.3. Methods for identifying information needs 
Definition of information needs is not simple, because decision making is not always 
straightforward or rational. (Turban et. al. 2001, p. 441) Way for identifying information 
need is convert perspective from identification to demand. (Pirttilä 2000, pp. 66 – 67.) 
Reason is that, demand for information is conscious, which means that it can be defined 
and measured. Still this method does not remove information gap because it is hard to 
estimate is this information really needed for decision-making. According to Vuori & 
Pirttimäki (2006, p. 590) information need identification method should be chosen based 
on situation-specific requirements.  Reynolds (1995, pp. 342-343) see that company must 
first identify its business processes in order to define what decisions need to be made and 
what kind of information is needed to support them. Further company must monitor its 
critical success factors constantly and the key business units must be identified also. Ac-
cording to Fisher (2004, pp. 10-15) information needs of the most important business 
units and processes must be identified. Then key decision-makers in each unit must be 
identified so that information can be given to right person.  
It seems to be clear that quantitative and qualitative information are needed in successful 
decision making. Typical hierarchical categorization of data, information, knowledge and 
intelligence is discussed in section 4.1.1. According to Hannula & Pirttimäki (2005) this 
pragmatic classification is not enough. Solution for defining managers’ information needs 
in real business situation is well grounded practical framework shown in picture 17. Main 
axes of the framework are information source (X-axis), information subject (Y-axis) and 
information type (Z-axis). This cube model is based on three dimensions for classifying 
business information needs. 
1. The source of information: Information can be gathered even inside (sources like: 
operational databases, operational databases etc.)  or outside (sources like: re-
search reports, internet, newspapers etc.) of organization. 
2. The subject of information: Subject can be internal or external. This means con-
tent of information. If information relates to company it is internal and if not it is 
external.  
3. The type of information: Information can be quantitative or qualitative. Quantita-
tive information is easy to process and it mainly consists of statistical infor-
mation. Qualitative information mainly includes information like visions and 
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ideas, which are harder to formalize and communicate than quantitative infor-
mation (Frishammar 2003, p. 319) 
 
Picture 17: A cube of business information (Hannula & Pirttimäki, 2005) 
This cube of business information is useful tool for approaching different information 
needs. It can also be used for analyzing organizations and BI-related vendors. (Hannula 
& Pirttimäki, 2005) Challenge with this model is that dimensions are often subjective. 
The same information may be available from external or internal sources, it may relate to 
internal or external subjects, depending on decision-maker and his position.  The line 
between internal and external sources is unclear in situations of networking because the 
goal of it is to have visible information flows. Typically information is gathered and an-
alyzed from several of sources before it reaches end user (Choo 2002, pp. 157-158). This 
makes identifying of the source difficult. Information type and subject are more unam-
biguous and thus more practical for identifying information need.  For this thesis it is 
more important to recognize needed information than source, type and subject of it. This 
model is good for executing actual BI-tools and good to show, because it probably will 
be needed in estimation of how needed information can be provided. 
4.1.4. Internal and external information 
Key to company’s success is its ability to recognize and use new external information and 
weak signals. (Rouibah & Ould-ali, 2002) Moreover company must take advantage of 
existing information within the company. So company must gather relevant business in-
formation from both internal and external sources, to be successful, as discussed in earlier 
sections. 
Companies must have plans for how information is gathered, to maximize finding of rel-
evant information. (Choo 2002, pp. 31-32) Typically grouping of information sources is 
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based on their nature. Sources can be divided to internal sources, which are in the com-
pany, and external, which are from outside. According to Choo (2002, p. 32) external 
information consists of published materials, like newspapers and journals, and internal 
information instead is generated from internal material. Furthermore Miller (1996, p. 209) 
divides external environment into competitor, customer, the legislative, the market, the 
sociodemographic and technology. The scope of internal environment is composed in of 
company’s culture, resources, and structure. Culture includes expectations, values and 
beliefs, which are created and shared in company. (Wheelen & Hunger 1992, p. 47). Ac-
cording to Choo (2002) employees are the most valuable source of information but are 
rarely taken into account in planning information gathering. People can get information 
from many different sources by interacting with other peoples, summarizing that infor-
mation and communicating it forward. This is probably more effective way to share and 
combine different ideas in a company, which makes notifying the importance of human 
source remarkable. This research is not focusing on defining, what is the source of infor-
mation. Still it is very important to notice in execution of them. 
4.2. Domain of business intelligence  
First time in context of business, this process can be recognized in 1970s in United States, 
where companies begin use intelligence practices for their businesses. In those days more 
common term for business intelligence was competitive intelligence. (Greene 1966; Pres-
cott 1995). Today business intelligence can be understood in many different ways.  
As a concept it has dualistic meaning: From one perspective it is information or 
knowledge that presents how business environment and organization self are performing 
against markets, competitors and economic questions. From another perspective it is an-
alytical process that produces suggestions and viewpoints for managers and decision 
makers. (Pirttimäki, 2006) 
The information technology based systems that are used for analyzing raw data and in-
formation and for storing and sharing valuable information and knowledge are seen as 
part of BI (Moss and Atre, 2003). Some authors see that that is all about there is in BI 
(Kalakota and Robinson 2001, pp. 349 - 350). However as it said there is no common 
conception of what BI is. According to Ghoshal and Kim (1986, p. 49) BI is an activity 
where information about competitors, customers, markets, new technologies, and broad 
social trends is gathered and analyzed. Also Tyson (1998, p. 6) has defined BI as an ana-
lytical process, which converts raw data in a usable, relevant and strategic knowledge or 
intelligence. According to him, BI consists of variety types of intelligence: 
 
- Customer intelligence 
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- Competitor intelligence 
- Market intelligence 
- Technological intelligence 
- Product intelligence 
- Environmental intelligence 
Collins (1997, p. 4) defines BI as a process in which information about customers, and 
markets is systematically gathered by legal means and analyzed to support decision-mak-
ing. Collins (1997, p. 19) divides BI’s main objectives into three categories.  First, organ-
ization can avoid unpredictable things and identify threats and opportunities. Second, BI 
establishes a baseline for performance estimation. Third, BI provides more reacting time 
for business changes. According to Prior (2004, p. 4), BI is combination of any data, 
information and knowledge concerning organization’s operational environment that leads 
to decisions creating competitive advantage for the organization. Sawka’s (1996, pp. 47 
- 52) is close to Prior’s. According to him BI focuses on the gathering external infor-
mation and the prediction of changes in the markets. He also sees BI as requirement for 
conscious decision-making. 
All the earlier mentioned definitions ignore the importance of internal information. In 
addition of screening the external environment, BI includes information inside the com-
pany. By integrating external and internal information, organization can easier have large 
picture of its success in different business areas. Brackett (1999, p. 1) defines BI as a 
series of concepts, methods, and process that enable monitoring of economic trends and 
effective utilization of business information in strategic and tactical decision making. Ac-
cording to him information should be gathered from both internal and external sources, 
and he also emphasizes importance of employee’s experiences and hypotheses. Brandt 
(1994, p. 22) instead underlines the role of internal information in BI, because he sees 
that decision-making is based on organization’s strategy, resources and operational op-
portunities.  All to all, the main idea in BI is in identifying right information needs and 
process gathered data and information into useful and valuable knowledge and intelli-
gence. 
Some authors emphasize strategic role of BI. For example Buskard et al. (2000, pp. 46 - 
47) notifies that BI is not a separate technology or application, but a series of productions 
that includes both analytic tools and the information required. Also McGonagle and Vella 
(1996, p. 18) emphasize different roles of BI by dividing it into three categories: strategic 
intelligence, competitive intelligence and market intelligence. Thierauf (2001, pp. 66 - 
67) has also categorized BI into three levels: strategic intelligence, tactical intelligence 
and operational intelligence, which is shown in picture 18. 
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Picture 18: Levels of BI (Based on: McGonagle & Vella 1996, p. 18; Thierauf 2001, p. 
66). 
The information needed is different in different levels of BI, but financial intelligence is 
needed at every level (Thierauf 2001, p. 66). According to Thierauf (2001) strategic de-
cision-makers mostly need extensive and enriched information for managing upcoming 
decisions and steer organization to right direction. At the operative level required infor-
mation is more detailed to implement daily activities. Tactical level is between operative 
and strategic levels, where the data are gathered and enriched (Thierauf 2001).  Thierauf 
(2001) divides information to external and internal in his framework: information from 
external sources is needed on strategic decision-making, whereas internal information is 
mainly needed in operational level. Organizations’ strategic decision-making needs how-
ever information from internal sources, and operational level from external sources. Stra-
tegic decision makers must have knowledge about internal resources and so on, which is 
from internal sources, to make reasonable long-term strategic planning. At operative 
level, external information is also needed, like trends, for marketing, development and so 
on.  
Vitt et al. (2002, pp. 13 - 22) sees BI is more than just management philosophy or an 
enabling technology. According to them BI is ongoing cycle; it is a performance manage-
ment framework via which organization sets goals, analyzes development, gains insight, 
takes action, measures success, and begins all over again. They sees that BI is about prob-
lem solving and rational decision-making, and they emphasize the relationship between 
BI and the strategy. (Vitt et al. 2002, pp. 14 – 16.) Like Vitt et al. also Thomas (2001, pp. 
48 - 49) defines BI as systematic process, which collects, analyzes and classifies the im-
portant business information. He sees that BI process, in which sources of information 
including published information as well as information from human sources are in central 
role.  
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There are also related intelligence concepts including: competitive intelligence, compet-
itor intelligence, market intelligence, product intelligence, customer intelligence, envi-
ronmental intelligence and technology intelligence. All these are mainly based on external 
information sources (Vibert, 2004) and they can be seen as subgroups of BI (Pirttilä, 
2000). On the other hand, most of related concepts share the same purpose as BI and aim 
to turn raw data and information to knowledge (McGonagle & Vella 1996, pp. 9, 202). 
The difference between BI and related concepts is hard to define, because it seems to be 
situation specific and related to organizations’ information needs. However according to 
Choo (2002, pp. 86 - 88), BI has widest scope among intelligence concepts. BI is used in 
various ways and it is based on information needs from several sources. Also long-term 
strategic decisions are often based on information produced by BI. Relationship between 
business intelligence, competitive intelligence and competitor intelligence is show in pic-
ture 19.  
Picture 19: Relationship between business intelligence, competitive intelligence and            
competitor intelligence (based on: Choo 2002, p. 88; Fleisher 2003, p. 62; Weiss 2003, 
p. 49) 
In the left top corner of it is internal information, which includes company specific infor-
mation like key figures and financial accounting information. Basically BI covers the 
whole relevant environment of the company, not just itself. The scope of competitive 
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intelligence is smaller. It covers several parts of external environment, like competitor, 
industry and market, and it mainly supports a company to assess the competition and 
market conditions. According to Choo (2002, pp. 86 - 88) competitor intelligence aims to 
facilitate decision-making especially at tactical level. Typically competitor intelligence is 
something that interests sales and marketing departments, but it can be used also in stra-
tegic decision-making.  Also Fleisher (2003, p. 62) and Weiss (2003, p. 49) sees that 
competitive intelligence in somewhere between business intelligence and competitor in-
telligence, because its focus is on competitive environment and the improving organiza-
tion’s competitiveness. 
In this thesis BI is understood as intelligence process that includes a series of systematic 
activities, being driven by the specific information needs of decision-makers in sales or-
ganization and the objective of achieving better sales results. Through this BI-process 
organization can collect, analyze, store and share accurate and timely information that is 
needed for its business activities and decision making. BI includes both internal and ex-
ternal information sources. 
4.3. Relationship between BI and performance manage-
ment in this thesis 
Business intelligence and performance management have close and multidimensional re-
lationship. Performance management can be seen as a part of business intelligence (Bose, 
2006) or these two can be seen as concepts that fulfill each-others (Turban et al., 2007). 
From ICT’s perspective performance management is often seen as advanced version of 
data warehouse based business intelligence, because it provides new options for organi-
zation to modify and execute its strategy effectively (Frolick & Ariyachandra, 2006). In 
this type of perspective traditional business intelligence’s technologies are fulfilled with 
analytical advances, which provide balanced and strategic picture of a whole company 
that breaks functional borders (“Business or Corporate Performance management”, 
2003). From ICT’s perspective business intelligence also includes gathering of raw data 
from different sources, which is integrated to data warehouse during this process. Some 
authors see usage of this information as performance management (Cokins 2009; Mi-
randa, 2004). 
Business intelligence and performance management are often used as a synonyms in busi-
ness life, but they are clearly different terms (Frolick & Ariyachandra, 2006; Cokins, 
2009). Performance management extends concept of business intelligence into two direc-
tions. First, performance management is more focused to support process oriented organ-
izations than business intelligence. Second, performance management aims to closed pro-
cess, which connects strategy development, process development and execution together 
with business intelligence. (Melchert et al., 2004) Now performance management can be 
seen as concept for initialization of business intelligence’s strategic solution, because 
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business intelligence is used as a base for execution of performance management. Perfor-
mance management instead includes business processes that use business intelligence 
(Miranda, 2004). So performance management provides ways to integrate business strat-
egy and technological structure, so that whole organization can be lead towards its organ-
izational goals. Business intelligence and performance management together create a 
bridge that connects data to strategy based decision making. 
In this thesis performance management and business intelligence is seen as concepts that 
complement each-others and have some overlaps. This view point is shown picture 20.  
 
 
Picture 20: Business intelligence’s relationship to performance management 
Based on Mepco Oy’s experience business intelligence is often missing direct connection 
to organization’s strategy work, what performance management has instead. It is also 
clear that performance management main focus is in organization’s internal processes, 
while business intelligence is interested also analyzing of external business environment. 
This is reason why business intelligence is seen more as analyzing tool that is linked to 
key performance indicators.  
When definitions are looked in more detailed way, often in definition of performance 
management does not cover all possible data that is analyzable, and it focused only to 
limited amount of data that is shown to managers through different kind of dashboards. 
In literature performance management is often seen as predefined group of measurable 
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features, and business intelligence instead covers more extensive amount of data and 
measurable features, which are not predefined (Jalonen & Lönnqvist, 2009). Both per-
spectives are needed and from this thesis point of view in performance management anal-
yses should be based on both internal and external information sources, which is often 
seen as a part of business intelligence. In a way, business intelligence can be seen focused 
on knowledge management, when performance management is instead focused on infor-
mation and data based management. Often business intelligence tools are usable for data 
analyzing from different points of view, data categorizing and making reports based on 
them. Example of typical business intelligence tool is traffic lights, which are based on 
performance meters. However this type of meter does not focus other sides of perfor-
mance, like risks and executions. This type of business intelligence should be seen as tool 
for data analytics and persons, who need performance data to certain business sectors. 
However business intelligence is not just a technology or tool and it should be seen as 
extensive analytical process, which produces information, perspectives and recommen-
dations for managers and other decision makers (Pirttimäki, 2006). 
Practically it is hard to draw clear line between business intelligence and performance 
management. Organization may have for example certain profit margin defined by top 
management, which is under business intelligence’s environment. This goal may have 
affection to overall performance of organization, for example characteristic. Then there 
is connection between the meter and strategy, which is closer to performance management 
than business intelligence. Basically every time when organization has meter, which is 
connected to strategy, it is performance management. When this link is not direct and 
meter focuses more on basic reporting it can be seen as business intelligence. However in 
this thesis performance management is seen as part of business intelligence, because it is 
clearer to talk only by using one term.  
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5. Research methods and execution 
This chapter consists of three parts. First is description of empirical part’s research 
method. Second handles research execution. Last chapter describes used material and an-
alyzing methods. Aim is to present the research well enough that it could be repeated by 
other researcher as well. 
5.1. Half structured interview as a research method 
Interviewing methods can be categorized in to three main groups: structured interview, 
half structured interview and unstructured interview. Category is based on how strongly 
interviewer controls interview, its structure and answering opportunities. (Koskinen et al. 
2005, p. 104; Hirsijärvi and Hurme 2008, p. 44.) In structured interview interviewer typ-
ically presents pre made questions in certain order and often also gives answer alterna-
tives. (Koskinen et al. 2005, p 104; Hirsijärvi & Hurme 2008, pp. 44 – 45.) Unstructured 
interview instead focuses on minimizing interviewer’s affection to interview situation, 
when things that interviewer have not though may occur during the interview. Typically 
unstructured interview is used when researcher is just interested on some topic, which he 
would like to discuss. Then interviewed person answer with own words and he can lead 
discussion on a way he want. (Koskinen et al. 2005, pp. 104-105; Hirsijärvi & Hurme 
2008, pp. 45 – 56.) 
In between of these two interview methods is half structured interview, which is often 
called as theme interview. In this thesis theme interviews is research method. Theme in-
terview is widely used research method in business economics and it can be seen as a 
synonym for qualitative research (Koskinen et al. 2005, p. 105). This research method is 
based on different themes that are discussed during the interview. Researcher has decided 
these themes in beforehand and builds structure for interview based on them, which will 
lead interview forward in certain order. This order is not mandatory and themes can be 
discussed in way they pop up during the interview. In a way theme interview has more 
commonalities with unstructured interview than with structured interview, just themes are 
more clearly defined in theme interview than in unstructured interview. In a well-used 
way, theme interview is powerful research method, because researcher can lead the inter-
view in the right themes, but does not control interview too much, and gives time and 
space for interviewed person’s own analysis. Theme interview is often motivating expe-
rience also for interviewed person and it does not require a lot of preparations, which is 
the why peoples are easy to have for interview. (Koskinen et al. 2005, pp. 105-106; 
Hirsijärvi & Hurme 2008, pp. 47 – 48.)      
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5.2. Executing research in case companies 
Research material consists of six interviews. All of them are recorded and notes during 
the interview are made. Selection criteria for companies were that they need to have cer-
tain type of sales process, they must be under certain size and they must be at least on 
level three at CRM-maturity, described in section 1.2. Selection criteria for interviewed 
persons were at high managerial position in sales, at least 2 year experience of their cur-
rent work and they know how performance management and business intelligence are 
done in a company. Focus in selection was finding persons, who have the best possible 
knowledge of how their sales organization operate and how their performances are man-
aged.  Reason for having one person from each company, is to have as wide perspective 
of medium-size companies as possible and not estimate how well interviewed person 
knew researched topics.  
Searching of suitable companies was started by first selecting group of suitable companies 
from Mepco Oy’s customers. Next step was Mepco Oy’s contact persons’ call for poten-
tial interview persons and having permission for researcher to contact them and book 
interviews. When they had accepted interview, they got guidance material and example 
questions with answers, which are in appendixes one and two. Purpose was to describe 
research to them beforehand in order to get more comparable answers. Interviews were 
executed in customers’ offices between 27.2.2013 – 22.4.2013. Only interviewer and one 
spokesman were present in each company. After the interview results in chapters 6.1 – 
6.6 were sent to interviewed person, so that he/she can comment them and correct possible 
misunderstandings. Interviews were aimed to be done in short time space, because then 
routines for keeping them and technical details were well in interviewer’s mind.  
Interview consists of five main questions and 4 secondary questions of each of them, 
which is shown in appendix 3. Main question represents category of the sales manage-
ment’s issues and secondary questions was about how they execute their performance 
management and business intelligence in each issue. 
5.3. Analyzing methods for research information 
Interviews were recorded and notes were made during them. Collected results were gath-
ered in chapters 6.1 – 6.6. Later in chapter seven best practices were summed based on 
the commonality of answers. Procedure was seen as best practice if three out of six used 
it in their business. It was seen as high enough limit for describing general best practice. 
There is no commonly accepted definition for best practice so it must be defined by re-
searcher and Mepco Oy. Because of qualitative nature of research quantitative analyzing 
methods for data was not used.  
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6. Results 
This chapter consists of interviews’ results. All companies are first introduced shortly and 
after it is described, what they saw as most important business intelligence tools for dif-
ferent sales management issues. All interviewed persons were in high management posi-
tion and they knew well, how their sales organizations operates. More detailed descrip-
tions of interviewed persons cannot be given, because they do not want be identified. 
6.1. Company 1 
Company is Finnish origin family business. They have built their business on people, trust 
and environmental values on a long-term basis. Their customers' real needs lead them in 
finding right solutions to build added value to their customers’ business. Their reliable 
and complete solutions are developed to face customer´s today´s and future needs. Their 
goal is to create genuine partnerships with their customers. Company is one of the lead-
ing technology companies in the world and sustainable energy expert. They promise to 
save customers’ energy and guide how they can make it. They are known for advanced, 
highly energy efficient and reliable products and solutions, which reduce degradation of 
whole planet. Their business consists of three business units, which are utility networks, 
industrial solutions and building technology. Each unit has their own sales management. 
In general this company got great experience of running profitable and extending business 
for long. They have used to work with KPIs, but they would like know better what their 
CSFs are from customer point of view. CSFs in this interview, represents their own vi-
sion, which is focused on providing great quality and service for their customers. 
Sales forecasting and budgeting 
Company one uses from down to top planning method for setting up sales forecasts and 
budgets, shown in picture 21. Number of hierarchy levels depends on how large region 
is, but planning method is always same. Their planning period for sales is fifteen months 
ahead, which they see as a minimum time for estimating how market is developing. Plan-
ning process begins by estimating locally how much one team can sell and how much 
profit they need to make. Typically one team includes at most 10 salesmen and one man-
ager. These forecasts and budgets are based on estimations of how their distributors’ mar-
ket share and size are developing, and also how markets for direct selling are developing. 
Teams’ forecasts and budgets are made in stage one, in picture 21. Then they are accepted 
or fixed by sales region manager, who compare them to general market growth and his 
own estimation, stage two. During the final stage sales director estimates all sales regions’ 
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sales forecasts and budgets, and compares them to last years’ ones and general market 
situation development. 
 
Picture 21: Sales forecasting and budgeting in company one. Amounts of sales teams and 
regions are imagined. 
Critical success factors, key performance indicators and meters are gathered in table 2. 
As can be seen, their budgeting is strongly focusing on estimating market potential, which 
in their case means number of new construction projects. This typically indicates how 
sales through deliver and will develop in future. In other sales division there might also 
be other indicators for describing how market is developing, but interviewed person did 
not know them for sure.  
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Table 2: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales forecasting and budgeting for company 
one. 
  
CSF Increase sales and profitability for current and for new customers 
KPI 
- Sales must increase at least as fast as distributors markets and 
sales potential making direct sales. 
- Sales also must increase compared to last year. 
METER 
- Existing customers’ market situation development in percent 
during last six month.  
- Number of new construction projects in a market and total 
value of them. 
- Last years compared current sales 
 
For making better forecasting and budgeting, they would need better information about 
market potential. In this case it means knowing better stakeholder structure in the market, 
their contact information, who is buying, what, when, who influences on decisions and 
what is their situation in market compared to competitors. Interviewed person said that 
he sees that today this information is mainly in region’s sales manager mind, but it would 
be good to support with external objective opinion. 
Time and territory management 
Sales forecasts and budgets are designed from down to top, and they are divided to cor-
respond to different sales territories. In all hierarchy levels sales managers estimate how 
many activities are needed in order to achieve set budget. Then they estimate how much 
sales power they do have and how much they need it more. Time management is mainly 
focused on monitoring activity levels and current sales compared to budget. There are no 
management rules for dividing time between delivers and direct selling or between exist-
ing and potential customers. Their CFSs, KPIs and meters are gathered in table 3.  
Table 3: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning time and territory management for company 
one. 
CSF Achieve sales budget and keep existing customers satisfied 
KPI 
- Call at least annually each existing customers  
- Current sales and pipeline in line with a budgeted goal 
- Limits for potential and existing customer visits 
METER 
- Number of calls for customer who have bought or influenced 
purchase 
- Sales and pipeline compared to budget 
- Number of visited existing customers 
- Number of visited potential customers 
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For estimating better, which accounts should be called and when they would need to know 
their existing and potential customers in both segments. In sales, which go through de-
liver, they would like to know stakeholders’ decision making roles (influencer, decision 
maker, supporter, gate keeper etc.), contact information and competitor situation. Often 
if all the stakeholders recommend one product to purchaser, he buys it without questions 
in their business. So they would like to know all available projects in each sales team’s 
territory and persons who run these projects. In direct selling helpful information about 
existing customers would be customers’ buying potential. Nowadays new customers are 
not interesting enough, because potential for getting sales through them is harder than 
calling the old ones. 
Sales force motivation 
Company uses mainly monetary bonus benefit system, which is based on individual, team 
and regions performances. Described model is gathered in table 4. Measuring period is 6 
months. They also have other types of motivation methods, like sales competitions, but 
they are created randomly. 
Table 4: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales force motivation for company one. 
  
CSF Reach budgeted sales goal 
KPI 
- Individual sales budgeted goal 
- Team’s sales budgeted goal 
- Region’s sales budgeted goal 
METER 
- Monetary value of individual sales 
- Monetary value of team’s sales 
- Monetary value of region’s sales 
 
Interviewed person did not know any supportive information needs for motivation. 
Training the sales force 
Training is based on two systems development discussion and their level based system. 
Development goals in development discussion are not numerical, that could be easy to 
follow. Good examples of themes in discussion are employee’s personal improvement 
plans, but also development plans based customer feedback. Level based system is indi-
cating training needs of different people in different jobs. Based on results of it different 
types of training session are arranged. It is focusing on the key improvement areas and is 
just in test use. They do not see that training needs should be directly based on some 
factors in sales performance. They see this soft approach more humane and effective. 
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Interviewed person did not know any supportive information needs concerning training 
the sales force.  
Sales force performance evaluation 
Sales forces’ evaluation criteria are based on strategy and goals that team leader have set. 
Strategic approaches are typically emphasized by two different approaches, either ex-
panding sales through new customers or through existing ones. In both situations, they do 
not forget completely either segment, but the main focus is only in one. Strategy of course 
depends on market situation. Performance management for sales consists of two different 
types depending on company chosen strategy for the territory. CFSs, KPIs and meters are 
gathered in table 5. Basically CFSs for both are keeping contact levels high and increase 
sales more rapidly than the target market is expanding. 
Table 5: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales force performance evaluation for com-
pany one. 
  
Strategy: Focus in new customers 
Strategy: Focus in existing custom-
ers 
CSF 
- Contact all potential customers in 
a sales territory 
- Increase sales in a territory at 
least as fast as the market is 
growing (if markets are not to-
tally new) 
- Go over the budget 
- Contact all important customers  
- Increase sales more than market 
is growing 
- Increase sales compared to last 
year 
- Go over the budget 
KPI 
- Cold call level high 
- Number of new customer visits 
high 
- Territory’s market growth more 
than  last year’s sales budget 
- Key and existing account calling 
and visiting levels high 
- Current sales have to be more 
than budget goals or  lasts years 
sales 
METER 
- Number of answered phone calls 
for customers never answered be-
fore 
- Number of customer visits for 
customers that never visited be-
fore  
- Number of calls and visits for ac-
count who have bought some-
thing. 
  
Supportive information needs is for understanding, which new accounts are most poten-
tial for them. Problem in cold calling is that hit percentage is too low, which of lowers 
sales forces’ motivation. Solution could be systems that recognized very potential cus-
tomers and generates leads based on that. Interviewed person did not know any concern-
ing sales force performance evaluation. 
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6.2. Company 2 
Company 2 is a part of the international corporation. It aims to be the trendsetter and an 
innovative developer in this field. They always think what is best to its customers and 
launches new and customer-tailored service solutions to its customers. Company offers 
versatile and comprehensive service solutions to its customers. Company`s professional 
personnel always works for the benefit of its customers, taking into consideration the 
individual waste management needs of each customer. The best service package is tai-
lored with the help of a wide and reliable cooperation partner network. This company has 
increased rapidly during last years. Company has several years’ experience of CRM and 
launched new application two years ago. They have started using measuring KPIs for 
steering their sales better in right direction. 
Sales forecasting and budgeting 
In company 2 sales forecasting and budgeting consists of two steps, shown in picture 22. 
Their planning is based on from top to down method, which in their case meant that in-
ternational mother company has sales forecast and budget framework for Finland. How-
ever this is not completely one way negotiation, because Finnish sales management can 
have information about market potential that must be noticed in order to them to be fully 
committed for budgets.  
 
Picture 22: Sales forecasting and budgeting in company two. Amounts of sales teams and 
regions are imagined. 
Second company’s CFS, KPI and meter is shown in table 6. They have very budget ori-
ented method for following their sales. Company compares their past month’s real sales 
numbers to budget. They had sales pipeline in CRM for forecasting upcoming sales, but 
they did not use it as a budgeting tool and it was more designed to give roughly estimation 
about what will be coming. Reason for this is that their sales period is changing between 
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1 to 12 months, which makes usage of sales pipeline really hard. It is a lot more trustwor-
thy to compare the whole budget to real sales numbers than have very approximately 
guesses. Challenge is however in to see clearly what is coming. 
Table 6: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales forecasting and budgeting for company 
two. 
  
CSF Increase sales and profitability 
KPI - Sales regions’ sales must meet set budget 
METER - Past month’s sales compared to set budget 
 
For making better forecast they would like to know five facts about their potential cus-
tomer in each region. First, what type of service customer need? Second, how big cus-
tomer i.e. what is its potential? Third, does customer locate geographically in some exist-
ing logistics route? Fourth, what are customers’ industries and how stable is the need for 
services? Fifth, what is their purchasing policy (are they buying services from one service 
provider or do they buy them as separate services)?   
Furthermore they would like to know, how their market environment is changing. Basi-
cally this means two things. One is to know new competitors, which in their case is not 
most business critical information. Reason is that coming to market needs quite big in-
vestment, which limits all the small companies off. Two is to know how relevant legisla-
tion is chancing and also sales regions’ local instructions. They had trade union related 
information source for providing this information, but it was mainly based on human 
communication in different conferences. 
Time and territory management 
Finland is divided to geographical sales regions. In each region is 1 to N amount of sales-
men. Each region and each person in them has budget based goal, and common goal for 
all is a Finnish sales budget. Sales management sees that for achieving these budgets 
certain amounts of sales calls, customer meetings and offers needs to be done for each 
region and each person. Their CSFs, KPIs and meters are gathered in table 7. They un-
derstand that different size of deals requires different amount of activities, which means 
that if salesman is working mostly with big clients, person may not have as many new 
offers as person who works with small ones. However salesmen personal activity goals 
are now set as standard level and will be adjusted in future more precisely, when they 
have more experience of suitable activity levels. Challenge today is that they did not have 
measured data of how much different activities are needed to achieve wanted sales results. 
They said that it took more than a year to get sales person committed to fulfill their activ-
ities in CRM and this year is the first, when they will get comparable numbers from all 
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sales regions. In future they can understand better, which activities are most critical to 
have more sales, but this will take more time. Now all the activity goals are based on 
estimations and bench marking. 
Table 7: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning time and territory management for company 
two. 
  
CSF Achieve sales budget 
KPI 
- Amount of activities in current measuring period must be 
more than last year during the same time 
METER 
- Number of sales calls 
- Number of customer visits 
- Number of made offers 
- Number of made deals 
 
For making better time and territory management they would like to know, how many 
calls they need for getting one customer visit, and how valid different leads are. More 
precisely, if they had information that leads who had certain characteristic are likely to 
have a meeting in certain percent and it takes in average 3 sales calls to book the meeting, 
it would be make time estimation for different regions. For getting this working they 
would need customer classing information described in last chapter plus sales call statis-
tics. Big idea is to use sales force time as efficient as possible. 
Sales force motivation 
Company two has two main motivation methods, monetary rewards and team rewards. 
Monetary rewards are individuals and they are mainly based on activity levels. Idea is 
that that if sales person is active, he/she will get reward even if actual immediate sales are 
missing. Basically this steers sales force for doing right activities day after day and 
through them having wanted sales results and personal benefits. Sales persons are also 
rewarded by extremely good performance and made big deals. Big deal bonuses give 
salesmen possibility to balance their work time between achieving activity goals and have 
big deals. Extremely good performance reward are judged by sales management and 
based on subjective estimations. All monetary rewards CFSs, KPIs and meters are gath-
ered in table 8. Company has every second month sales meeting in where sales manage-
ment set team goal for next two months. If this goal is achieved, promised reward will be 
given to all. This goal and reward changes every time so any common way for describing 
it cannot be described. 
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Table 8: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales force motivation for company two. 
  
CSF Keep activity level high and meet the budget 
KPI 
- Individual activity levels 
- Amount of big deals 
METER 
- Personally made sales calls 
- Personally made customer visits 
- Personally made offers 
- Personally made deals 
- Monetary value of big deal 
 
Useful information for designing motivation methods would be sales results compared to 
different salesmen personality profiles and used bonus methods. Interviewed person said 
that they have made personality profiles tests for their salesmen, but they are not enough 
accurate for making comparison, which makes them more or less not useful. However if 
they would have trustworthy and comparable personality profiles, they would like to 
know, which motivation method is most effective to it.  
Training the sales force 
Training needs appear on development interviews and training plans are also made in 
them. They have also trainings in all sales meeting every second month. Often these are 
based on mother company’s best practices or something local issue, for example changed 
laws etc. Information that could support decision making related on training are waste 
treatment law changes and sales regions local instructions. This information is also 
needed in sales forecasting and budgeting as said before.  
Sales force performance evaluation 
Company two uses sales forces activity monitoring as key for motivating them. Other 
evaluation criteria is following that salesmen focus on their own target customer group, 
and achieve set activity levels related on them. Basically this means that salesmen should 
not call their colleagues’ customers. Company does not have any needs for supportive 
information concerning sales force performance evaluation. 
6.3. Company 3 
Company three’s mission is to build a better world through better leadership and to edu-
cate a new generation of leaders. The organization's strengths lie in its global operating 
model and versatile offering. They got multidisciplinary approach to executive develop-
ment along with innovative learning methods. Company operates in international market, 
which is mainly focused to Scandinavia and Asia. 
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Sales forecasting and budgeting 
Company three has three steps from top to down forecasting and budgeting method, 
shown in picture 23. First, top management set budgets for whole company based on 
market development analyze and main customers’ economic analyzes. Their main cus-
tomers were in close relationship with them, which enables quite accurate estimations of 
development of existing accounts. Sales forecasts for new potential customers were based 
on market analyze, which was based on their position in a market and general economic 
growth. Second, each region estimates given forecast and budget, and they may demand 
some fixes to be fully committed to them. Three, sales regions divides their budget be-
tween sales team and development team. Task of sales team is to sale existing products 
and development teams develops new products and sales them mainly for existing cus-
tomers. All sales regions not homogenous so budget structure differentiates between 
them. 
Picture 23: Sales forecasting and budgeting in company three. Amounts of sales teams 
and regions are imagined. 
CFSs, KPIs and meters are gathered in table 9. Their planning period is one year, which 
is divided to three sub-periods. Main indicator for estimating their forecasting and budg-
eting is to compare month’s current sales to month’s, sub-period’s and year’s sales budg-
ets. Idea is to have long-, medium- and short-term views of sales in order to be react more 
rapidly critical changes in a market. 
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Table 9: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales forecasting and budgeting for company 
three. 
  
CSF Increase sales and profitability 
KPI - Sales regions’ sales must meet set budget 
METER - Current and past month’s sales compared to set budget 
 
Supportive information needs concern competitor information. They would like to know 
their bench marked competitors have succeeded compared to them and to last year. They 
would also like to compare their competitors sales forecast to their own and information 
about competitor’s profit margins could be useful. 
Time and territory management 
Each sales region has its own activity goals, which needs to be achieved in order to reach 
budget. Activity goals are based on history knowledge, which indicates how many differ-
ent types of activities must be achieved for having x amount of euros. These activities 
consists of steps of their sales process, but they change between countries and teams, 
because markets are different for them. As general view, this enables having suitable 
amount of sales people and ordering sales force to right direction. However local sales 
management’s know-how is in important role for recognizing right activities to follow. 
They divide their sales calls and sales meetings in to many different categories, but CFSs, 
KPIs and meters change too much between each territories that generalizations could be 
created. 
As a supportive information they would like to know better potential customers’ monetary 
circumstances and education investment plans in order to focus more to most potential 
ones. They see this as a way to increase sales force efficacy, because their sales process 
is long and demand a lot sales peoples’ time. 
Sales force motivation 
Company three has two main motivation methods for sales teams, monetary rewards and 
week rewards. Monetary reward consist of three levels: organization level, team level 
and individual level. Goal in organization level is to meet sales budget as a company. 
Measuring period is year and reward is same amount of money for all. For team and 
individual levels measuring period is four months. Goals in this two levels consists of 
three parts: budget, sales activities and customer satisfaction. Budget and activity goals 
are based on set goal, and affect directly to salary. Customer satisfaction goal is more 
used as a tool for sales management to give feedback to salesman, like mention good 
feedback in front of all colleagues. They have a certain average rate that they want to 
achieve, but it does not affect directly to salary. Week rewards given for best performance 
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of the week, which is often is biggest deal. Idea in this reward is to give reward in cir-
cumstances where appreciation of colleagues is greater than price itself. Furthermore they 
have habit that always when you make a deal you hit the drum.   
Table 10: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales force motivation for company three. 
  
CSF 
Keep activity level high, meet the budget and keep customers sat-
isfied 
KPI 
- Budget in set level 
- Sales activity levels in set level 
- Customer satisfaction rate in set level 
METER 
- Current sales against budget 
- Amount of different types of sales goals 
- Amount of different types of sales meetings 
- Customer feedback information from given form after deal 
 
Company three would like to have better feedback information from their sales calls and 
meetings. Aim is get real reason why someone bought or did not bought their product. 
They want to know were the reason in sales performance, in product or in somewhere 
else. Aim is to get customer satisfaction rate very high and give feedback to their sales 
force that motivates them to make better results. 
Training the sales force 
Sales manager controls the aim of different sales teams. Training program consists of 
sales team based program, which is modified to meet local markets’ needs. They have a 
system that all new employees pass their own sales tactic educations and other educations 
are planned together with team manager during the year in formal on informal meetings. 
They also have training program for person who have just graduated. Company is now 
developing quality measuring methods to indicate that new employees meet quality stand-
ards. In training they see customer feedback also important to steer focus of training into 
right direction.  
Sales force performance evaluation 
They would like to know better how well their sales force can identify their existing and 
potential customers’ pain point. Sales management sees this as a key success point, but 
they do not have tool for it and they do not know how it should executed. 
6.4. Company 4 
Company four’s service offering is aimed to businesses and other organizations with 
high-volume IT needs, helping them to manage the financing, use and replacement of IT 
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equipment in a transparent, cost-effective and sustainable way. The services they provide 
are intended for large businesses or other organizations with significant IT acquisitions. 
Their unique concept was originally developed for managing IT equipment, but it is 
equally suitable for the management of other types of equipment and hardware. 
Sales forecasting and budgeting 
Their sales forecasting and budgeting process include three steps, shown in picture 24. 
Step one, sales budgets are based on shareholders’ set interest rates that top management 
must achieve. Typically this is one way negotiation and it is top management issue, in 
step two, to divide budget realistically between different business units based on sales 
forecast of them. Business units consist of sales persons that takes care of geographical 
area. In step three, manager who are responsible for a business unit, divides budget be-
tween sales persons.  
 
Picture 24: Sales forecasting and budgeting in company four. Amounts of business units 
and sales persons are imagined. 
Company four’s budgeting is strongly depending on business units sales forecast, why 
accuracy of it is important. In order to be able reacting agile on changes in business units, 
they want to know how their sales are developing compared to forecast, last month and 
to budget. Company’s CSFs, KPIs and meter are gathered in to table 11. 
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Table 11: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales forecasting and budgeting for com-
pany four 
  
CSF Meet the shareholders set interest rate 
KPI 
- Business units’ sales forecasts accuracy 
- Business units’ sales must meet set budget 
METER 
- Month’s actualized sales compared to forecast 
- Past month’s sales compared to set budget, sales forecast and 
last month 
 
They use IDC (international data corporation) as a source for market knowledge. Inter-
esting information is how much economy in certain area’s is developing, which indicates 
in their case how big investments they are ready to make. 
Time and territory management 
Each business unit covers one sales territory. Because company is in international busi-
ness and local business is different between territories, they do not use common sales 
activity based territory management. They see that local sales manager is responsible for 
sales results so he can decide used tactics. In general company is only interested to see 
how much and how potential sales cases each business unit has in its sales pipeline. Their 
pipeline consists of their sales process steps. When business opportunity goes forward in 
a process its probability increases and worth in a pipeline also. Each local business areas 
must have offers in certain steps in certain stage, to be able forecast their sales, but com-
pany is not interested to manage in general, which activities are most important ones to 
do. Because company four gives responsibility of local time and territory management to 
its local business area managers, interview person did not know, what information could 
generally support all of them. 
Sales force motivation 
Company four uses both monetary and non-monetary methods. Monetary bonuses consist 
of personal compensation and half yearly given bonuses. Personal compensation comes 
directly through made sales. Half year bonuses consists of three parts, personal activity, 
company budget and business area’s budget. Personal activity is estimated by own man-
ager and cannot be identified mathematically. If company or business area reach its 
budget everybody will get same size of reward. Non-monetary rewards are worker of 
quarter and once in a year company rewards 6 – 8 workers in a kick-off. Worker of a 
quarter get his diploma and rewards in his own business unit, but whole company is pre-
sent in kick-off. Idea is show respect to hard working employees. Company four does not 
see supportive information needed in sales force motivation. 
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Training the sales force 
Company uses 360 degree estimation for recognizing training needs. In their case this 
means that all sales persons are evaluated by their stakeholders, which are superior, cus-
tomers and colleagues. This enables identifying training needs that are discussed during 
development talk every 6 months and if needed earlier. As a supportive information they 
would like to have bench marking about new and effective selling techniques in different 
business areas. This is also seen more local sales management issue, so interview person 
did not know exact need. 
Sales force performance evaluation 
Company four uses balanced score card for performance evaluation. It is based on eco-
nomic, customer, internal business process, and learning and growth perspectives. Finan-
cial meters are related to sales results and upcoming sales. Customer perspective is based 
on customer feedbacks. Two last ones are went through in development talks. CSFs, KPIs 
and meters are gathered in table 12. 
Table 12: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales force motivation for company four. 
  
CSF Meet the budget and keep customers satisfied 
KPI 
- Budget in set level 
- High customer satisfaction rate  
METER 
- Current sales against budget and forecast 
- Customer feedback scores 
 
They would like to have more extensive information from customer visits. Information 
should include details about pain points and best practices of every visit. This would help 
them to identify which performances should be evaluated more carefully need more ef-
forts. 
6.5. Company 5 
Company five is leading composite profile manufacturer in the world and concentrates 
on growing niche segments. The core of the operations is based on their own, internally 
developed composite technology, product range based on it and a strong market position 
in selected segments with a strong quality and brand image. Profitable growth is pursued 
by a relentless search for new applications and development in co-operation with custom-
ers.  
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Sales forecasting and budgeting 
Company five uses from down to top forecasting and budgeting method, shown in picture 
25. Model consists of three main steps and planning period is one year forward. Step one 
is that each sales person estimates their own sales forecast, which consists of two parts. 
Part one consists of current business that includes ongoing product selling to their existing 
customers and part two is new products for existing customers or new ones. Biggest part 
of turnover comes through existing customers and products, so sales growth logically 
comes through new products and customers. Step two is that business unit managers dis-
cusses with sales persons and estimate units total forecast. Practically each business unit 
has its own product and one customer may be in interaction with several business units. 
Step three is sales manager’s discussion with shareholders who have certain profit expec-
tations and dividing sales that budget between business units based on their own estima-
tions. In this case sales persons’ role in forecasting and budgeting is highlighted, because 
sales persons must know their customers well in order to be able to estimate their upcom-
ing demand.  
 
Picture 25: Sales forecasting and budgeting in company five. Amounts of sales units and 
persons are imagined 
Company five CSFs, KPIs and meters are gathered in table 13. Their success factor logi-
cally were increasing sales and profitability, but they were really interested on seeing how 
much their existing and new businesses grows. In their case it means how much they can 
rise sales volume with current products for their existing customers, but also how much 
different product lines (business unites) are rising. 
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Table 13: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales forecasting and budgeting for com-
pany five  
 
CSF Increase sales and profitability 
KPI 
- Business units’ sales must meet set budget 
- Growth of existing business 
- Growth of new business  
METER 
- Current month’s sales compared to set budget 
- Last year’s sales compared current year/customer 
- Last year’s sales compared current year/product line (business 
unite) 
 
As a supportive information they would like to have better knowledge about three factors. 
One, competitor analysis, which means who won the deals, in which products and why? 
Two, their business is to produce half-finished products, so they would like to have sta-
tistics of what are the main end products, how demand of them is developing and what is 
use of them? Three, how legislation is chancing in EU, USA and ASEAN business areas. 
Time and territory management 
Company five consists of business units, which covers certain product line. One business 
unit can sell customers around the world and several business units can sell different 
products for same customer. Greatest part of business is ongoing deals with customers 
and they are concentrating keeping their customers satisfied. They have divided their cus-
tomers into three different categories based on how important they are. Based on this 
category they identify activity plan that must be achieved. Activity plan defines frequency 
of different type of meetings and calls. Furthermore they have project type of business 
with their existing customers, which require high frequency contacting with customers. 
Focus is keeping customer close and notice how their needs are developing. CSFs, KPIs 
and meters are gathered in table 14.  
Table 14: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning time and territory management for com-
pany five. 
  
CSF Keep customer satisfaction high 
KPI 
- Meet activity plan’s set activity levels / customer  
- Meet set activity level / projects 
METER 
- Number of different type of calls 
- Number of different type of customer visits 
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As a supportive information they would like to know two things. One, what is good ac-
tivity frequency for achieving very good customer satisfaction and also keep competitors 
away. Two, how their customers are growing. This would enable of seeing what is poten-
tial to rise sales volumes. Most interesting is to know how customers’ sales related to their 
products are developing. 
Sales force motivation 
Company five has two level motivation plan, which is executed through compensation. 
Level one is company level bonus, which is paid annually. It is based on whole company’s 
sales and profits compared to set goals. This bonus is meant to motivate in long term. 
Level two is personal level bonuses, which are paid monthly. It consists of amount and 
size of new customers, amount of new products for existing customers, sales budget and 
achieved profit. Combination of which of those criteria are most paid depends on com-
pany’s focus and salesmen’s goal, which can be new or existing customers. CSFs, KPIs 
and meters are shown in table 15. 
Table 15: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales force motivation for company five. 
  
CSF Meet the budget and profit margins 
KPI 
- Budget in set level 
- Profit margin in set level 
- Rise amount of customers 
- Rise existing customers  
METER 
- Current sales against budget 
- Current profit against set goal 
- Amount of customers last year compared current year 
- Sales/customer last year compared current year 
 
They would like to have information about how different motivation methods affect cus-
tomers’ satisfaction and which one is most effective for each sales person. Good solution 
would be for example use two different motivation methods for different business units 
and compare, which type of goals work for best. Method for gathering feedback could be 
calling customers day after sales call and ask few questions and let them define their 
satisfaction rate. 
Training the sales force 
Company five’s has three steps education system. Step one, consists of basic training that 
includes selling skills and company knowledge. It is designed for new employees and its 
agenda depends on people who joins it. Step two, is custom training for all sales people, 
which include more advanced selling techniques and market knowledge. This is event, 
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which is kept every 6 to 12 months. Step three, is business unit training that is meant to 
keep business unit’s salesmen informed about new products. Basically all salespeople in 
same business unit have same training and it does not differ between them. Additional 
training needs are discussed in development talks. 
Supportive information needs concern about what are each salesperson’s individual 
strengths and weaknesses. This information could be gathered on customer feedbacks. 
Another useful information would be statics from training. This could be for example 
short exam after the training. 
Sales force performance evaluation 
Individual sales performances are evaluated based on budget and territory management 
goals, shown in table 16. All of these affect compensation criteria’s discussed before. All 
criteria are evaluated ongoing, but each salesman must perform his numbers in monthly 
sales meeting to all his colleagues and business unit manager.   
Table 16: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales force performance evaluation for 
company five  
 
CSF Increase sales and profitability 
KPI 
- Sales must meet set budget 
- Sales must meet set profit level 
- Growth of existing business 
- Growth of new business  
- Meet activity plan’s set activity levels / customer  
- Meet set activity level / projects 
METER 
- Current month’s sales compared to set budget 
- Current month’s profits compared to set budget 
- Last year’s sales compared current year/customer 
- Last year’s sales compared current year/product line (business 
unite) 
- Number of different type of calls 
- Number of different type of customer visits 
 
As a supportive information for performance evaluation they would like to know better, 
which customers’ persons they should meet, how often and what type of meeting/call in 
order to keep them satisfied. They would also like to able to estimate better which activ-
ities must be made in order to win new projects, sell new products and get new customers, 
because now they are focusing much to existing ones. 
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6.6. Company 6 
Company six provides financial and human resources management services. It provides 
services and software solutions that support administration and business operations both 
in enterprises and in public sector organizations. They support their clients with financial 
and human resources management so that it releases clients’ resources for management 
of core businesses and makes a profit through accurate information and efficient practices.  
Sales forecasting and budgeting 
Company six has two step sales forecasting and budgeting process, shown in picture 26. 
It is based from top to down method. First step begins top management’s estimation of 
market potential. In their case most critical in order to have good forecast is to estimate 
customer dearth correctly and also potential of new customers. This step ends to sales 
coordinator’s made budgets for each business area. Second step includes dividing of sales 
budget between area manager, who is responsible of existing customers, and sales persons 
who are responsible of new customers. 
 
Picture 26: Sales forecasting and budgeting in company six. Amounts of business areas 
and persons are imagined. 
Company six is following their development of their budget, customer dearth rate and 
balance between lost customers and new ones. Their CSFs, KPIs and meters are shown 
in table 17. Their goal is to lower dearth rate, because their business is based on long 
customer relationships and typically their customers do not change them if they do not 
make any mistakes. In order to keep their business growing, they must also have more 
new business than lost, which is reason why they are following balance between lost and 
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get customers. They are following all these meters in quarters and compare results to 
whole year’s forecast and to last year.   
Table 17: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales forecasting and budgeting for com-
pany six  
 
CSF Lower customer dearth and acquire new customers 
KPI 
- Business areas’ sales must meet set budget 
- Get customer dearth rate smaller 
- Acquire new customers more than loss existing ones 
METER 
- Current month’s sales compared to set budget 
- Last year’s customer dearth rate compared current year 
- Amount and size of new customers compared to lost ones in 
current year 
 
Company would like to have supportive information about how business areas’ legisla-
tion concerning bookkeeping, company taxes and salaries are chancing. Changes in leg-
islation require changes in customer’s services, which require often consulting that must 
be sold to them. Information is available in government internet pages, but it should be 
integrated with the system like, which customers it concern and how much change cost 
and execution of them take time.   
Time and territory management 
As said company’s business is divided to geographical business areas and each of them 
have own area manager and group of salespeople. Area manager is responsible of existing 
business and his goals are related to customer service process, which is aimed to keep 
customer dearth rate as low as possible. Service process is different for different class of 
customers, which means that better customers get more service. Sales peoples’ goals are 
focused on auguring new customers. Their salespeople get already booked meetings from 
another company and they have estimated size of their sales force based on amount of 
companies in each business are. Their activity levels are calculated from estimation how 
many customer meetings are approximately needed to have one deal.  CSFs, KPIs and 
meters are gathered in table 18.  
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Table 18: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning time and territory management for com-
pany six. 
  
CSF Achieve sales budget and keep dearth rate low 
KPI 
- Meet service process standards  
- Reach activity standards for new customers  
- Current sales compared to budget 
METER 
- Amount of check-up meetings with existing customers 
- Amount of feedback from existing customers 
- Answering time for customer feedbacks 
- Amount of different type of potential customer meetings 
- Monthly agreements plus current sales compared to budget 
 
Company’s business is based on long term customer relationship, which is necessary in 
order to get business profitable. When new customer comes typically establishing cost 
are quite high and it may takes 6 – 36 months to get customer profitable. This is reason 
why they would like to have more information about signals, which indicates is or is not 
customer willing to change service provider. This information could help them to modify 
service process and estimate amount of needed area managers better. This information 
could be gathered for example from customer feedbacks in which they can tell if they 
were not satisfied. 
Sales force motivation 
Company six uses two motivation methods, monetary and non-monetary. Monetary 
method consists of two parts, personal bonus and business area bonus. Personal bonus is 
paid by achieved sales and it is paid monthly. Business areas’ bonuses are teams’ sales 
budget goals that is annually paid for all member of it as same size. Non-monetary method 
is weekly email, in which sales coordinator sends mail to all business units that highlights 
three best salesmen. CSFs, KPIs and meters are shown in table 19. 
Table 19: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales force motivation for company six. 
  
CSF Reach budgeted sales goal 
KPI 
- Individual sales goal 
- Business area’s sales goal 
METER 
- Individual sales compared to budget 
- Business area’s sales compared to budget 
 
Interviewed person did not know what supportive information could be useful for identi-
fying effective motivation methods.  
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Training the sales force 
According to interviewed person they only employ senior salespeople, who know how to 
sell. They only provide product and legislation trainings, which are held when changes 
occur. Additional trainings needs are discussed in the development talks. Supportive in-
formation could be needed concerning customer feedback that indicates lack in sales per-
formances, like product and legislation knowledge.   
Sales force performance evaluation 
As said company six has salespersons and area managers and because they are aimed to 
do different types of sales their performances are evaluated differently. Both must meet 
their budget, but furthermore they need to achieve set activity goals. For area manager 
goals are based on service process and amount of customers that it covers, and for sales 
person goals are based on estimations of how many different activities should be done in 
order to achieve set sales budget. CFSs, KPIs and meters are shown in table 20.  
Table 20: CSFs, KPIs and meters concerning sales force performance evaluation for 
company six  
 
CSF Increase sales and profitability 
KPI 
- Sales must meet set budget 
- Sales must meet set profit level 
- Meet service process plan’s set activity levels / customer  
- Meet set activity level for acquiring new customers 
METER 
- Current month’s sales compared to set budget 
- Current month’s profits compared to set budget 
- Number of different type of customer visits 
 
Company six sees customer feedback about success rate of customer visit important sup-
portive information. This means information like, does customer feel satisfied after the 
visit and if not why. 
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7. Analysis of the results 
Discussion consists of five paragraphs that are same as interviewed topics. In each of 
them is described how companies saw this topic, what best practices are and how suitable 
dashboard would look. Practice is seen as a best practice if more than 50% of companies. 
Through this main research question ”What are the main BI- tools for providing better 
performance for sales departments in medium size companies?” can be answered. In each 
paragraph is described topic’s CFSs, KPIs, meters and supportive information needs, 
which gives answers to empirical secondary questions:  
- What are critical success factors for middle size companies’ sales departments? 
- What performances should be monitored? 
- What data is needed to monitor those performances? 
- What additional information is needed to support decision making? 
7.1. Sales forecasting and budgeting 
All the companies share the same goal in their budgeting, “this year company must sell 
more and make more profit than last year”. Companies budgeting methods differ, which 
makes comparing of them challenging. 4/6 used from top to down method and all rest 
used from down to top method. This means that about 67% of interviewed the companies 
saw that management can estimate better upcoming sales than their sales force. This 
method supports performance management ideology, which is seen from top to down 
method. In all companies management was interested on seeing how their sales are de-
veloping compared to budget, forecast and last year at the same time. 4/6 companies saw 
sales history data as a main tool for making budgets. Common for both methods were that 
sales pipeline was seen as a key forecasting tool, which indicates how much sales is likely 
to come in future. Time period for this forecasting changed between companies, because 
nature of their business and sales period. Three out of six were also interested to see how 
their different product lines are developing compared to last year for estimating upcoming 
sales and budget. Based on research results, best practices  
Table 21: CSFs, KPIs and meters, which are seen best practices for sales forecasting and 
budgeting 
CSF Increase sales and profitability 
KPI 
- Current sales ≥ budget goal, sales forecast and sales at last 
year on same time 
- Value of sales pipeline > x amount of euros 
METER 
- Sales per person/sales territory/company 
- Purchase probability percent * value of the deal  
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Three main areas for supportive information can be recognized. One, 5/6 companies need 
information about their competitors and their own performance compared to them. They 
want to know, how many deals they won/lose for each competitor per territory/product 
line. Important is also to know, how much their competitors have increased compared to 
them. Answers for describing it differ, but good measure is for example comparing de-
velopment of turnover and profit, for last five years. Two, 3/6 companies need information 
about amount of potential buyers in each sales territory and their purchase schedule. 
Three, 3/6 companies need to know how legislation in their different business areas is 
developing. Dashboard that fulfills all described needs in this paragraph is described in 
picture 27.  
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Picture 27: Example dashboards concerning sales forecasting and budgeting 
Dashboard consists of six main parts: sales pipeline, sales in certain time period, turnover 
development, won and lost deals in certain time period, newsfeed and total value of po-
tential deals in certain time period. In production version information depth dimension 
must be designed in a way customers want them. This means for example that companies 
set their sales territories differentiate, and information for newsfeed changes also between 
industries.  
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7.2. Time and territory management 
All companies share the common interest to allocate their resources effectively, by rec-
ognizing suitable activity levels for each sales territory. 50% of the companies were in 
international business that affected to followed activities, which were different between 
sales territories. Reason is that local markets are different between each other’s and busi-
ness cannot be run identically in them. Identical for all companies were that they want to 
focus on different activities concerning different type of customers. In some case this 
meant different activities between new and existing customers or between different cus-
tomer importance classes. Activity goals in all companies were based on sales manage-
ment experience and history knowledge. This issue is emphasized in international envi-
ronment, where local sales managers know better key activities than higher ranked non-
local manager. Common for all companies were interest to follow activities by territory 
and by customer segment. Different types of sales activities are not mentioned because 
they are different between industries. Often companies want monitor activities, like meet-
ings, emails, calls and quotes, but it is hard to narrow down, which type of calls and 
meetings etc. are the ones to follow in general. If company’s business is based on existing 
customers, monitored activities are different than companies’ that businesses are based 
for getting new customers. However it is important to notice sales territory’s local sales 
manager must understand that sales processes are different between new and existing 
customers and both include many type of sales calls and meetings.  Basic idea of CFSs, 
KPIs and meters are gathered in to table 22.  
Table 22: CSFs, KPIs and meters, which are seen best practices for time and territory 
management 
  
CSF Meet the set activity standards 
KPI 
- X-amount of different types of sales calls per sales territory > 
set level  
- X-amount of different types of customer visits per sales terri-
tory > set level  
METER 
- Amount of different type sales calls / sales person 
- Amount of different type customer meeting / sales person 
 
As a supportive information, 50% of the interviewed companies want to know how many 
different type of activities are needed to have wanted amount of sales in each sales terri-
tory. Idea is to be able to set better activity levels and also be able to estimate how many 
sales people are needed to full fill wanted amount of deals. From dashboard point of view 
company must consider do they sell in the same way to different customer segments. If 
company sells differently to different customers, sales process has to been seen different 
ones even if they are in same sales territory. This is common for companies who sell 
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regularly both new and existing customers in same sales territory. In picture 28 is shown 
dashboards for time and territory management.  
 
Picture 28: Example dashboards concerning time and territory management  
Dashboard consists of two parts. First one, shows with traffic lights is certain territory 
reaching its set activity levels in certain customer segment. Second one, shows how many 
different type of activities are needed to get one deal and sum of those deals in monetary 
units, in set timeframe. All activities are named as N, because they need to be set specif-
ically to respond company’s own activities. 
7.3. Sales force motivation 
In all interviewed companies’ sales people motivation methods was related to individual 
monetary monthly compensation. 50% of these companies used team bonuses that were 
related to team’s results. This was seen as a good way to build individual persons’ com-
mitment to team’s budget also. Only one company had partly activity based compensa-
tions, which means that if sales people do all their activities, they get part of their bonuses 
even if they do not meet the budget. Challenge in this method was seen in understanding 
right activities to lead sales people at right direction. Non-monetary motivation methods 
differentiate a lot between companies and common ways cannot be described. 0/6 of com-
panies used any comparison about affectivity between different used motivation methods. 
Sales force motivation was seen really budget related, which is understandable, because 
monetary goals are achieved, when them are met. Challenge is how ever to guide sales-
men to do right activities, if they are not a way to motivate them. Common CSFs, KPIs 
and meters are gathered in table 23. 
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Table 23: CSFs, KPIs and meters, which are seen best practices for sales force motivation 
  
CSF Reach budgeted sales goal 
KPI 
- Individual sales goal > set budget 
- Team’s sales goal > set budget 
METER 
- Individual sales 
- Team’s sales 
50% of interviewed companies did not know what supportive information could help 
them to recognize better motivation methods. 50% saw some supportive information use-
ful, but they were interested on different things. 2/6 were interested to know what moti-
vation method is most useful for individuals, but even they see thing a little bit different. 
As a result companies seems to be quite satisfied to their motivation methods, because 
they do not see need to systematically develop them. Another reason can be work con-
tracts that can be hardly changeable and if sales are going well sales managers probably 
do not want to take risk spoil them. Dashboard that can be used to see how current sales 
are compared to budget, is shown in picture 27.  
7.4. Training the sales force 
All companies had basic training for new people and for all about new products. Devel-
opment talks were seen also seen good place to talk about training. 5/6 of the companies 
saw that customer feedback could support/supports recognizing of individual’s / team’s / 
sales territory’s training needs. This feedback should be asked from customer randomly 
after they have made a decision to buy or not buy the product. This can be seen as sup-
portive information, when sales managers make training plans. This enables recognizing 
best sales practices in a company but also development areas. Dashboard for describing 
this is shown in picture 29. Interviewed persons did not see any needs for performance 
management concerning sales force training. 
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Picture 29: Example dashboards concerning training the sales force 
Dashboard consists of two parts: reasons in sales performance why customer bought or 
did not bought our product. As said this information should be gathered by someone else 
than company itself, in order it to be objective. Also reasons should be designed to fit to 
company.  
7.5. Sales force performance evaluation 
All interviewed companies saw that most important sales people evaluation criteria were 
amount of different activities and budget goals. Followed activities are depended on sales 
territory and customers in then as said earlier in paragraph 7.2. Budget goals were based 
monetary numbers and companies like to compare current sales between sales forecast 
and budget. Both of earlier described evaluation criteria are based on CFSs, KPIs and 
meters described in paragraphs 7.1 and 7.2. They can be followed by using dashboards 
described in pictures 27 and 28. 4/6 interviewed companies need feedback information 
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from customer meetings. 3/6 would like to know better how satisfied they customers were 
made calls and meetings. Furthermore they would like to reasons, why they were satisfied 
or not satisfied. This information is useful for aiming sales performances on to right di-
rection and recognize pain points in it. Dashboard for describing this is show in picture 
29.  
 
Picture 29: Example dashboards concerning sales force performance evaluation 
This dashboard looks quite same as dashboard in picture 28. Now the focus is finding the 
reasons why customer were or were not satisfied. This information is very important to 
provide positive feedback for sales force even if they do not get deal every time. Dash-
board also indicated if customer were unsatisfied even if he bought the product or service. 
Limitation for this dashboard is that it can only describe one sales territory’s situation, 
because reason probably change between them. 
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8. Discussion 
Purpose of last chapter is to show research’s conclusion, give action recommendations 
for Mepco Oy, estimate how well research succeeded and finally give some topics for 
future research. 
8.1. Conclusion 
Goal for this research was answering main research question “What are the main BI- tools 
for providing better performance for sales departments in medium size companies? “. 
Answer to this question was created as a conclusion from answers of eight secondary 
questions. 
First secondary question was “What is sales management in general and what are main 
responsibility areas of it?”. This question was answered in chapter two. First two sales 
management theories were introduced and main areas of it recognized. These two theories 
were compared between each other’s and main areas of sales management were recog-
nized in sections 2.1 – 2.4. Section 2.5 defines sales management’s scope for this research, 
which consists of five main issues: sales forecasting and budgeting, time and territory 
management, sales force motivation, training the sales force and sales force performance 
evaluation. Scope was based to cover all critical sales management responsibility areas, 
which relationship between each others are shown in picture nine. Idea is that company 
must first be able setting budgets and make sales forecast. Next it must divide its sales 
resources between different sales territories and last it need to motivate, educate and eval-
uate sales force performances.  
Second secondary question was “How performances can be managed and monitored?”. 
This question was answered in chapter three. In first paragraph 3.1 business’s relationship 
to performance was described. Performance was said to mean in this thesis performances 
that are related to sales departments’ issues in order to achieve set goals. Paragraph 3.2 
describes different management methods mainly focusing strategic management, man-
agement by objectives and process management. Important was to notice that it is not 
important for this thesis interviews to build direct link to strategy, because it changes a 
lot between companies and knowing it does not provide any better answers. Paragraph 
3.3 introduces performance monitoring theories. Idea in performance monitoring is to get 
company easier controllable so that management can easier see how well company is 
executing set strategy. Performance monitoring is based on performance management, 
which consists of critical success factors, key performance indicators, tactics and meters. 
For this research’s goal it was necessary to be able understand main factors that enables 
making company’s performance easier controllable. CSFs, KPIs and meters were seen as 
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good way to get general picture of interviewed companies’ sales performance, described 
in paragraph 3.4. Performance management is inclusive system from company’s vision 
to real actions, but it was narrowed, because it was seen too extensive to middle size 
companies. Scope for performance management and sales management’s issues relation 
on them is shown in picture 13. 
Third secondary question was “What is business intelligence and how it can produce 
supportive information for decision-making?”. This question was answered in chapter 
four. In paragraph 4.1 was described what knowledge management, information, why 
information is important for decision making and how it can be identified from company. 
In general, information is needed in all organization levels and it changes radically de-
pending on level where decisions are made. To be able understand what information is 
really needed to support decision, company must find persons who really know what in-
formation is important, because of the information cap, shown in picture 16. Method for 
recognizing information need is based on understanding source, type and subject of it, 
shown in picture 17. After this company can estimate is information available and how it 
should be gathered. Business intelligence itself was defined in paragraph 4.2. Definition 
of it changes a lot between authors. Term is also developing and good determination of it 
is shown in picture 19. It shows that BI can provide better information for all people in a 
company and it is more extensive term than competitor or competitive intelligence, which 
can be seen as parts of it. Basically business intelligence is analyses concerning subjects, 
which company’s sees important and worth of analyzing.  
Forth secondary question was “How BI is related to performance management and mon-
itoring?”. This question was answered in paragraph 4.3. BI and performance manage-
ment can be seen as overlapping terms, shown in picture 20. Typically performance man-
agement has straight link to company’s strategy and business intelligence is seen more as 
support for decision making. BI is also often based on both external in internal infor-
mation sources were performance management is mainly consisting internal sources. In 
some cases performance management is also seen as business intelligence. For being able 
to answer main research question, performance management tools must be seen as a part 
of BI. 
Questions five – eight were: what are critical success factors for medium size companies’ 
sales departments? What performances should be monitored? How those performances 
can be monitored? What additional information is needed to support decision making? 
These questions are answered in chapters six and seven based on research’s results. Each 
company have own critical success factors concerning sales management issues, which 
differentiate between companies, shown in paragraphs 6.1 – 6.6. Most common ones, 
which are seen as best practices are shown in chapter seven. Shortly, for sales forecasting 
and budgeting main BI-tools were: sales pipeline, comparison between current sales, 
sales budget and last year’s sales, estimation of market potential, competitors’ turnover 
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and profit development compared to own development, balance between lost on won 
deals for different competitors and newsfeed concerning changes in business area. For 
time and territory management main BI-tools were: sales activity monitoring by type of 
activity and territory and statistics of how many different types of activities have caused 
monthly sells. For sales force motivation main BI-tools were: individual and team activity 
and sales results based bonus systems. For training the sales force main BI-tools was 
statistics of purchase decisions. For sales force performance evaluation main BI-tools 
were: comparison of activity levels and sales results to set goals, and statistics of reason 
of why customers were or were not satisfied. 
8.2. Action recommendations 
Action recommends for Mepco consists of three parts: recognizing their customers who 
can benefit for dashboards shown in discussion, building test environment for these BI-
tools and selling product for customers. 
Recognizing their customers who can use dashboards shown in discussion can be done 
by using same parameters, which have used in this research for selecting companies. 
Company must be at least medium size, it must have sales process that are longer than 3 
weeks and it must be at least at third level on CRM-maturity model. First it is easier to 
focus on companies that run same type of sales process in all of their sales territories, so 
that it does not require so complicated analytics to build wanted tools. In this case estab-
lishing costs for customers could be lower and commitment would be easier to get.  
Building test environment for these BI-tool would be first done in Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM cloud environment, because in it sales processes are process oriented, which makes 
execution of these BI-tools probably easier. After test environment works perfectly, it 
could be demonstrated to some customers who are interested of it and few pilot project 
could be done. That is how level of problems in BI-tools can be decreased.   
Selling product for customers requires that Mepco commercialize these BI-tools. Their 
benefits must be clear and BI-tools should be sold at least at two different variations, like 
basic tools and professional tools. Basic tools could include dashboards for budgeting and 
forecasting, shown in picture 28. Professional tools should include those meters plus all 
rest described in discussion chapter. Pricing must be calculated and different methods 
compared before can be said, which works as best. 
8.3. Evaluation of research and future research topics 
First criteria for evaluating how well this study has succeeded is estimating does it met 
set goals. Earlier in this chapter is research questions and answers on them, and also action 
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recommendations. From this point of view all questions can be seen answered and re-
search can be seen successfully. Also from Mepco Oy’s point of view research can be 
successful, because BI-tools were identified. 
From theoretical point of view research are often estimated based on reliability and va-
lidity of them. Reliability means trustfulness and repeatability of research. Typically 
trustfulness can be seen high, if research is repeated, its results were exactly the same. 
Validity instead means how well used research methods and meters can be used for meas-
uring research topic. High validity means that changes in results are caused by changes 
in researched phenomenon and not in nothing else. Typically validity is divided to internal 
and external validity. Internal validity means how logical and consistent interpretations 
are. External validity means how well interpretations can be used also for other than re-
searched cases. (Olkkonen1993, pp. 38 – 39; Hirsijärvi & Hurme 2007, pp. 186-187.) 
Reliability and validity are challenging for qualitative research and cannot be used di-
rectly for it, because they have been created for analyzing quantitative research. In quan-
titative research reliability is used for estimating likelihood that results are truth. In qual-
itative research this kind of numerical value cannot be calculated. Some authors see that 
some other terms should be used for estimating qualitative research. (Olkkonen 1993, pp. 
38 – 39: Koskinen et al. 2005, pp. 254 – 255.) According to Koskinen et al. (2005, p. 257) 
estimation criteria should be trustfulness instead of internal validity, portability instead 
of external validity and dependence instead of reliability. Trustfulness can be increased 
by using many different research methods and actively researching deviances. Portability 
can be increased by inclusive description of research target and results. Dependence can 
be increased with accurate and clear documentation, so that other researchers can examine 
it. (Koskinen 2005, p. 257.) 
This research includes both things that increases its trustfulness but also things that de-
creases it. Research is done by single researcher and analyzes are based on his interpre-
tations and understanding of researched topic. This is why it is possible that researcher 
has misunderstand interviewed persons or theory. However all frameworks, which are 
used as a base for research, analyses and conclusion, are tried to describe as clear as pos-
sible. Before the interviews interviewed person got descriptions of research background, 
which makes easier for them to understand framework and questions beforehand and 
made answer easier comparable.  
Portability in this research is noticed by describing used research method, selection crite-
ria for research companies and execution of research as clear as possible, when its execu-
tion in different organizations should be possible. All selected companies were same sized 
in CRM-users, in same CRM-maturity level and presented different industries that makes 
portability of results higher. Results should not differentiate much even if researcher 
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change. Also theory behind the research should be solvable also other same type of re-
searches.     
Dependence of the research have been proved by documenting it as extensive as possible 
and by using general scientific methods, which enables other researchers’ be able for es-
timating it. All interviewed persons were unknown for interviewer, which increases re-
search objectivity. In general from scientific point of view research’s trustfulness, porta-
bility and dependence seems to be in good level. Ways for improving them could be for 
example using more researchers, using more different research methods or interviewing 
more peoples. However this was not possible, because of limited resources, so research 
can be seen successful also from scientific point of view. 
Research’s topic “business intelligence as sales analyzing tool and source of supportive 
information in CRM” is not much researched topic in literature. Most researches focus 
performance management, business intelligence, customer relationship management or 
sales management itself, but do not handle them together. This is why it increases 
knowledge of sales management needs for business intelligence in CRM. In future role 
of sales is probably increasing, because customers come more knowledgeable and they 
require great service instead of good one. Challenge is that BI systems, which improve 
that experience, costs a lot and customers must understand the benefits of them in order 
to use their resources on them. This is why it is important to create more understanding, 
which BI- tools are most useful ones. As a future research topics it would be good to do 
same research from marketing or service point of view. These two areas are often included 
to CRM and it would be good to know, which type of BI they need. Today’s business is 
going through new marketing, sales and customer service standards, where traditional 
ways to do these does not work effectively anymore. Customer experience is created as a 
combination of those elements and product itself. This is why general understanding of 
all needed BI-tools in different areas of CRM would be good to increase. 
Last it is good to estimate research from researchers own point of view. Execution of 
project all away from writing a theory, designing of the interviews, executing interviews 
and making conclusion has been great learning process. Theoretical part increased a lot 
of researches knowledge of sales management, performance management and business 
intelligence. Interviews increased researcher’s knowledge of how business intelligence is 
used in everyday business, which is hard to get from literature. It was also nice to notice 
if company would not be able to run its sales processes at least on CRM-maturity level 
three, it does not need any business intelligence. Reason is that if do not operate system-
atically it cannot be controlled based on its operations analyzes. Important to notice is 
that companies had many different type of information needs concerning market environ-
ment and it is hard to recognize in general way. Role of professional local sales manage-
ment also was highlighted in many companies, because they got the best knowledge what 
is important in current market. This probably also decreases information gap, because 
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then we do not provide information that does not support or describe local business’s 
development. Sales seems to follow the rules of local business environment and it is very 
hard to use same processes in all territories. All in all research can be seen successful also 
from researcher’s point of view, because it full filled all set goals and increased re-
searcher’s professional knowledge a lot. 
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APPENDIX 1: Sent guidance  
Introduction 
Thank you for taking part in this research. This interview is part of empirical study in my 
master thesis and will give Mepco Oy information so that they can identify their custom-
ers’ needs for Business intelligence from sales perspective. All started when Mepco no-
ticed that their customers are becoming very interested of maximizing effectiveness of 
their sales processes. Their customers are also looking new ways to increase their sales 
revenue and profits. By combining these two criteria Mepco has realized that their cus-
tomers must be able to control and monitor their performances in more effective ways. In 
addition Mepco also need to understand how their customers’ different sales perfor-
mances are related to the whole sales department’s performance. Mepco is now interested 
to recognize general performance parameters, which must be monitored to have more 
effective sales operations. In addition they also want to know what information can sup-
port decision-making that are related to those operations. As a solution for this, they see 
a great potential in simple interface that includes group of quickly readable meters. These 
meters gathers information from different information sources and combines it to easily 
understandable dashboards.   
Before interview, it would be very good you to know theoretical framework behind the 
research, so that we understand performance management and business intelligence as a 
concepts in a same way. I have also described how we see sales management in this re-
search. Information gathered during the interview is handled confidentially and compa-
nies or interviewed persons names aren’t shown in any part of thesis. Information is only 
used for comparing business intelligence needs in different companies from sales man-
agement point of view.   
After research is completed I will send you list of recognized effective ways to use busi-
ness intelligence in sales management. This list can be used for recognizing development 
areas in your sales department and finding new ways to increase sales and profits. If you 
like I can also send you a copy of my master science of thesis, which helps you to under-
stand framework behind performance management and business intelligence and also to 
design new ways to improve sales organization’s performance.  
 
Thank you very much for taking part for this research,  
 
  
Best Regards, Riku Martikainen 
1. STRUCTURE OF RESEARCH 
We see that in general company’s sales management have five types of issues that they 
must cover. All of them and their relationship between each others are described in sec-
tion 2. Each sales management’s issues have one or more critical success factors (CSF), 
which must be met in order to achieve companies’ strategic goals. Each CSF has key 
performance indicator (KPI) and meter that are used for managing and monitoring per-
formance. For doing right decisions concerning each sales management issue there is also 
likely to be need for supportive information.  
 
 
Critical success factor (CSF) is the term for an element that is necessary for an organi-
zation or project to achieve its mission. It is a critical factor or activity required for en-
suring the success of a company or an organization. The term was initially used in the 
world of data analysis, and business analysis. For example, a CSF for a success-
ful Information Technology (IT) project is user involvement.  
Sales managers should ask themselves “Why would customers choose us?”. The answer 
is typically a critical success factor. 
Key performance indicators (KPIs), on the other hand, are measures that quan-
tify management objectives, along with a target or threshold, and enable the measurement 
of strategic performance. 
An example: 
 KPI = Number of new customers. (Measurable, quantifiable) + Threshold = 10 per 
week [KPI reached if 10 or more new customers, failed if <10] 
 CSF = Installation of a call center for providing superior customer service (and indi-
rectly, influencing acquiring new customers through customer satisfaction) 
  
 
2. SALES MANAGEMENT’S ISSUES 
We see that sales management can be covered by five issues, shown in picture below. In 
picture issues are divided in three groups. Idea is that first, company must be able to 
understand what kind of market environment surrounds it and how big part of the market 
share they can have based their available resources. This means that company must create 
sales forecasts and budgets in order to achieve wanted position in a market. Second step 
includes recognizing potential sales territories and designing sales forces time usage in 
order to reach budgets. Third step is to manage sales force performances in order to 
achieve results. This includes sales force motivation, training and sales performance eval-
uation that must be design in order to achieve aimed sales budget.  
 
2.1. Sales forecasting and budgeting 
In this research sales forecasting and budgeting represent estimation of market potential 
and sales potential before developing final sales forecast, which to base operational plan-
ning and budgeting. The purpose of sales plan is to allocate resources in a most effective 
way during the measure period. 
  
2.2. Time and territory management 
Time and territory management in this context means recognizing accounts (potential 
customers), which sales people should call on and designing when them should be called, 
and how often. By sales territory is meant a market segment or group of present and po-
tential customers who usually share some common characteristics relevant for purchasing 
behavior. Sales forecast and budgets should be comparable with estimations of territory’s 
market potential, otherwise they are not realistic.  
2.3. Sales force motivation 
Sales force motivation means that what type of motivation should be used in different 
situation in order to achieve great results. Motivation methods can be monetary or non-
monetary and they can be mix of individual and group goals. Idea is to design motivation 
methods that goals are connected with budget goals. 
2.4. Training the sales force 
Training in this context means things that need to be taught for sales rep in order to get 
performance in a wanted level. This means all type of training that make sales rep’s per-
formance better. Training can be related to product knowledge, selling technique or any-
thing else that is recognized to be train. Idea is to found parameters in sales rep’s perfor-
mance what need to be developed. Then find ways to support his performance and also 
monitor that performance will also develop. 
2.5. Sales force performance evaluation 
Sales force performance evaluation means recognizing parameters in every individual 
sales rep’s performance that need to be achieved in order to meet budget and strategic 
goals. This can include many different types of evaluation methods, but these should in a 
line with set budget and other goals as well.  
3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND 
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE 
Performance management is focused on monitoring the actual performance, which has 
strong connection to strategy. Business intelligence is information that supports decision-
making in all organization levels and doesn’t always have straight connection to strategy. 
  
 
  
APPENDIX 2: Sent example questions  
QUICK QUIDE: 
In over all, I would like you to think what actions you do, and how follow it up in the 
following five sales management areas: 
1. Sales forecasting and budgeting: In this research sales forecasting and budgeting 
represent estimation of market potential and sales potential before developing final 
sales forecast, which to base operational planning and budgeting. The purpose of sales 
plan is to allocate resources in a most effective way during the measure period. 
1.1. How do you estimate the company/division sales budget? 
1.2. What indicates that you are performing in line with budget? 
1.3. How do you measure it? 
1.4. What supportive information is needed in estimating company’s or division’s 
sales budgets? 
 
2. Time and territory management: Time and territory management in this context 
means recognizing accounts (potential customers), which sales people should call on 
and designing when them should be called, and how often. By sales territory is meant 
a market segment or group of present and potential customers who usually share some 
common characteristics relevant for purchasing behavior. Sales forecast and budgets 
should be comparable with estimations of territory’s market potential, otherwise they 
are not realistic.  
2.1. How do plan/divide regions into sales districts? How do you plan for appropri-
ate sales activities in the district? How do you follow that the activities are at 
the right level? 
2.2. What indicates that you are performing in line with your plans 
2.3. How do you measure it? 
2.4. What supportive information is needed in planning/dividing regions into sales 
districts?  
 
 
 
 
  
3. Sales force motivation: Sales force motivation means that what type of motivation 
should be used in different situation in order to achieve great results. Motivation meth-
ods can be monetary or non-monetary and they can be mix of individual and group 
goals. Idea is to design motivation methods that goals are connected with budget 
goals. 
3.1. What motivation methods you use in different situations, monetary or other? 
3.2. What indicates that the sales force is motivated? 
3.3. How do you measure it? 
3.4. What supportive information is needed for finding effective motivation method 
for different situations? 
 
4. Sales force training: Training in this context means things that need to be taught for 
sales rep in order to get performance in a wanted level. This means all type of training 
that make sales rep’s performance better. Training can be related to product 
knowledge, selling technique or anything else that is recognized to be train. Idea is to 
found parameters in sales rep’s performance what need to be developed. Then find 
ways to support his performance and also monitor that performance will also develop. 
4.1. How do you plan, who should be trained, in what and when? 
4.2. What indicates if the sales force is well trained? 
4.3. How do you measure it? 
4.4. What supportive information is needed for planning who should be trained, in 
what and when? 
 
5. Sales force performance evaluation: Sales force performance evaluation means rec-
ognizing parameters in every individual sales rep’s performance that need to be 
achieved in order to meet budget and strategic goals. This can include many different 
types of evaluation methods, but these should in a line with set budget and other goals 
as well.  
5.1. How do you measure your sales force performance? Sales, activities, customer 
retention or other? 
5.2. What indicates if they are doing well? 
5.3. How do you measure it? 
5.4.  What supportive information is needed in sales forces’ performance evalua-
tion? 
 
 
 
 
 
  
EXAMPLE QUESTIONS: 
1. SALES FORECASTING AND BUDGETING 
1.1. How do you estimate the company/division sales budget? 
- We look at this next years expected sales force capacity versus last years –
employees, experience etc. 
1.2. What indicates that company is performing in line with 1.1? 
- We compare sales monthly versus budget 
1.3. How can you measure each indicator that you described in 1.2? 
- It is all sales together minus last year sales divided by last year’s sales in 
compared time frame 
1.4. Do you have additional information needs in sales concerning sales forecast-
ing and budgeting?   
- We also monitor market share and how the competition is developing 
2. TIME AND TERRITORY MANAGEMENT 
2.1. How do plan/divide regions into sales districts? How do you plan for appro-
priate sales activities in the district? How do you follow that the activities are 
at the right level? 
- We estimate what is our market situation in that market and we estimate 
how much time we need to use for reaching all important customer 
2.2. What indicates that company is performing in line with 2.1? 
- We check that we are cold calling for all potential existing customer at 
least once a year  
2.3. How you can measure each indicator that you described in 2.2? 
- We divide amount of all potential customers in four and check quarterly 
that we are meeting the goal 
2.4. Do you have additional information needs concerning which customer your 
salesmen should call, when and how often? 
-  We want to compare how much different potential customer segments are 
growing and how our market share is developing in that market 
3. SALES FORCE MOTIVATION 
3.1. How do plan what motivation method you use in different situations, mone-
tary or other? 
- Each sales team can choose one out of three bonus methods (big bonus if 
dream goal is reached, percent bonus, bonus event + small bonus if average 
goal  is reached) 
3.2. What indicates that company is performing in line with 3.1? 
- Sales are increasing more than set budget target 
3.3. How you can measure each indicator that you described in 3.2? 
- Team’s sales minus set goal 
- Reached sales minus set goal minus motivation method’s costs  
3.4. Do you have additional information needs in sales concerning which motiva-
tion method you use in different situations? 
- What are the average salaries in our industry 
  
4. TRAINING THE SALES FORCE 
4.1. How do you plan who should be trained, in what and when? 
- We monitor how our sales rep’s performance is compared to last year’s 
performance in a same timeframe 
4.2. What indicates that company is performing in line with 4.1? 
-  If the sales rep’s total sales result development is less than 5%, sales in im-
portant product segments are decreasing or customer satisfaction is under 
90% we will execute performance developing training 
4.3. How you can measure each indicator that you described in 4.2? 
- Sales development:  Comparing sales rep’s total sales to last year’s existing 
in last year. Comparing 5 most important product segment’s sales develop-
ment to last year’s result  
- Customer satisfaction: Calculating average results of feedback forms and 
checking that it is more than 90% of maximum score  
4.4. Do you have additional information needs in sales concerning who should be 
trained, what should be trained and when? 
- We want to know what is industrial averages in customer satisfaction in our 
market 
5. SALES FORCE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
5.1. How do you plan in sales, which performances should be evaluated?  
- We first choose 3 focus areas, which will be in sales rep’s development 
plan (individual sales results, worked hours and cold calls). These we mon-
itor yearly and pay bonus if he/she achieve target in each area 
5.2. What indicates that company is performing in line with 5.1? 
- Individual sales results:  Last year’s sales results during the same time 
frame + market growth per cent + 5% increase (goal set together with sales 
rep) 
- Worked hour:  More than 30 sales hours per week 
- Cold calls: More than 30 per week 
5.3. How you can measure each indicator that you described in 5.2? 
- Count value of made deals and comparing it 
- Based in time that is used for cold calling, sales meetings and meeting 
preparation 
- Call for new customer that have never reached before 
5.4. Do you have additional information needs in sales concerning which perfor-
mances should be evaluated? 
- Based on our customer’s opinion, what is three things what they like in our 
sales rep’s performance and three things what they think needs to be devel-
oped. 
  
APPENDIX 3: Interview questions 
1. SALES FORECASTING AND BUDGETING 
1.1. How do you estimate the company/division sales budget? 
1.2. What indicates that company is performing in line with 1.1? 
1.3. How can you measure each indicator that you described in 1.2? 
1.4. Do you have additional information needs in sales concerning sales forecast-
ing and budgeting?   
 
2. TIME AND TERRITORY MANAGEMENT 
2.1. How do plan/divide regions into sales districts? How do you plan for appro-
priate sales activities in the district? How do you follow that the activities are 
at the right level? 
2.2. What indicates that company is performing in line with 2.1? 
2.3. How you can measure each indicator that you described in 2.2? 
2.4. Do you have additional information needs concerning which customer your 
salesmen should call, when and how often? 
 
3. SALES FORCE MOTIVATION 
3.1. How do plan what motivation method you use in different situations, mone-
tary or other? 
3.2. What indicates that company is performing in line with 3.1? 
3.3. How you can measure each indicator that you described in 3.2? 
3.4. Do you have additional information needs in sales concerning which motiva-
tion method you use in different situations? 
 
4. TRAINING THE SALES FORCE 
4.1. How do you plan who should be trained, in what and when? 
4.2. What indicates that company is performing in line with 4.1? 
4.3. How you can measure each indicator that you described in 4.2? 
4.4. Do you have additional information needs in sales concerning who should be 
trained, what should be trained and when? 
 
5. SALES FORCE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
5.1. How do you plan in sales, which performances should be evaluated?  
5.2. What indicates that company is performing in line with 5.1? 
5.3. How you can measure each indicator that you described in 5.2? 
5.4. Do you have additional information needs in sales concerning which perfor-
mances should be evaluated? 
 
